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ometime within the next several years, the first 
American will soar into orbit around the earth. He will be 

sealed in a small, cone-shaped space capsule mounted atop an 

Atlas missile. The missile will climb 100 miles in less than six 

minutes, where the capsule will disengage and go into orbit. The 

man will be alone in space. 
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The vehicle for this historic voyage is already in production under Thiet tansy prbduct 1 made LADY 

the auspices of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's of modern, dependable Steel. \ 4) 

“Project Mercury.” One of the methods of heat protection is a beryl- 

lium heat sink, forged on two giant steel dies. Both dies are USS 

Quality Steel Forgings. The top die (shown being rough-machined 

on one of our vertical boring mills) will be convex, 20 inches thick 

and will weigh 26,520 pounds. The bottom die, concave and 18 United states Stee! Corporation 

inches thick, weighs 27,700 pounds. Both are 92 inches in diameter. Ses witam Pane Place 
‘ ‘ * . Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 

Steel is the starting gun in the race to outer space. Space ships _picase send me the booklet, “Paths of Opportunity.” 

and missiles couldn’t get off the ground without it. And Steel de- Name a 

pends on men like you. Send the coupon if you would like to find out = schoo = _ 

about the many engineering financial analysis or sales career Op- Address _ 

portunities at U. S. Steel. ussiT reuniting °° —-_—__—___zane_state_._. 

(iss) United States Steel 
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL... 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been assigned now being designed, developed and tested at JPL. The 

responsibility for the Nation’s program of unmanned _ mission of this particular series will include first, explora- 

lunar, planetary, and interplanetary exploration. The _ tion of the environment and later the landing of instru- 

objectives of this program are to contribute to mankind’s mented capsules on the moon. 
fundamental knowledge of space and the space environ- Never before has such a wide vista of opportunity, or 
ment and to contribute to the development of the tech- a greater incentive been open to men trained in all fields 

nology of space exploration. For the next ten years, as of modern science and engineering. Every day at JPL new 

larger booster vehicles become available, increasingly problems arise, new theories are advanced, new methods 

versatile spacecraft payloads will be developed. tested, new materials used and new principles discov- 

JPL will conduct the missions, utilizing these spacecraft ered. This creates a stimulating work atmosphere for 

to orbit and land on the moon, to probe interplanetary _ trained individuals and an unlimited field for constructive 

space, and to orbit and land on the near and far planets. development of a long-range and rewarding career. 
Earliest of these spacecraft will be the “Ranger” series Wouldn't you like to take part in it? 
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® JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
Operated by the California Institute of Technology under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

Employment opportunities for Graduate Students in these fields 

INFRA-RED * OPTICS * MICROWAVE * SERVOMECHANISMS + COMPUTERS * LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION * STRUCTURES * CHEMISTRY 

INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS + ENGINEERING MECHANICS * TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

Send professional resumé for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory. 
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on -.. at SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 

en A “stream-of-action” environment with unusual growth 

possibilities should be a major factor in a choice of 
career. And that’s an excellent reason for considering 

carefully the opportunities existing in Sikorsky Aircraft. 

We believe that our company is just the “right-sized 
stream”. Young engineers can enjoy diversified, small- 
group activities, as well as stature opportunities in a 
field that is wide open to the expression of imagination 

and professional competence. 

Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the 
modern helicopter. Our current program is far-ranging 

and is recognized as one of the broadest and most 

challenging in the entire aircraft industry. 

Work associations are stimulating and in an atmosphere 
of progress. Assignments could include joining an elec- 

tronic team of twenty to thirty associates—or—working 

with a highly selective group of four or five on interest- 

ing problems of radiation, instrumentation, auto pilot- 

age, automatic stabilization, etc. 

If you want to enter this “stream-of-action’”, the time is 

now. Opportunities for personal progress have never 

been greater. 

For detailed information about careers with us, please 

write to Mr. James L. Purfield, Employment Supervisor, 

——— SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT ..wese2 PIRGIRAPEE connecticut — 
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION : Fe o
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S you plan your career—be sure to consider 

Monsanto. It may surprise you that © Process control * Automated process systems 

M ds electrical and mechanical engineers instrumentation CDEINE SHOE: 
onsanto needs electrical an é & » @ Applied research e Equipment evaluation and selection 

as well as chemical engineers. 

Fact is, though, that Monsanto offers many opportuni- ——— 

ties to men with your professional training, including: . . . 
IE May we discuss these with you as we visit your 

Mechanical Engineers... . soe - 2 a « Plant dasign’and layout # Plantengineering campus this year? You can arrange for this visit with 
© Equipment selection ¢ Construction your Placement Director; SL ee 
e Materials specification e Specialization in the fields % ~ ‘  @+zrx- xf 

Design of new and unique of fluid mechanics, stress Or write Professional Em- JX =) @ 
equipment analysis, heat transfer, etc. ployment Manager, EM-2 ONTO 

ih , WU ay 

Eisetrical Engineers... Monsanto Chemical Com- 9) 90 
e Design of electrical e Power distribution and * . . . FA EC 
systems substation design pany, St. Louis 66, Missouri. Lo ca 

@ 
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Co-Editors 
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Copy Editor 
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Photo Editor 
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Staff Artist 
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Secretary 
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Ricuarp Hussa me’62 
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EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE Davin Cress me’63 
on the staff of the WISCONSIN ENGINEER Jouw Guass me’6] 

GLYDEWELL Burpick, JR., me’62 

The ENGINEER needs engineers to work on the Editorial and Rok ANTTER ce a 
Business Staffs for the 1961-62 semester. No journalism or other OGER NEHRBASS me 

previous magazine experience is necessary. * 

Please leave name and telephone number in WISCONSIN 

ENGINEER mailbox in Mechanical Engineering Building BUSINESS STAFF 

Contact Business Manager 
WILLIAM HUEBNER U-2880 Roserr Daucnenrry ec’6l 

or Advertising Manager 
JOHN SCHUBERT U-3758 Jor Koprcx me’61 

Circulation Manager 

BaRBARA FRIEDE che’63 

Staff 

Jerr HoEHNE me’61 
JAMEs PELLEGRINO ec’62 
Bryan J. Borman ee’64 

* 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Grorce Seti, Chairman 

J. L. Asmuru, Faculty Advisor 
MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 8 

Chairman: SraNntey K, Srynes, Wayne State University, Detroit, OWARD B. Dok 
Michigan. Mechanical Drawing 

Publishers’ Representative: Lrrre.i.—Murray—Barnuity, INc., 369 Davin J. Mack 
Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York. a 

Mining & Metallurgy 
Second Class Postage Paid at Madison, Wisconsin, under the Act 

of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate of postage R. N. Ware 
provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, .. . . 
1918. Civil Engineering 

Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin W. K. Neeru 
Engineering Journal Association, 333 Mechanical Engineering Build- 
ing, Madison 6, Wisconsin. Member at Large 
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ARTICLES 

High Frequency Wave Propagation. Page 12 John Wieber 

Route Surveying. Page 14 ..............Peter Akmentins 

ey Fuel Injection. Page 18 .................James L. Wise 

= : DEPARTMENTS 
" ~~ 
< > Editorial. Page 11 .....................William Huebner 

3S _ 

. fy ig Sneed’s Book Review. Page 24 ...........Richard Hussa 

- Page 28 Girl of the Month. Page 28 ................Walter Ronn 

Science Highlights. Page 30 ................Dave Cress 

Stripped Gears. Page 38 ..............William Huebner 

So You Think You're Smart. Page 40 ............Sneedly 

MARCH, 1961 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded in 1896 

VOLUME 65, NUMBER 6 

THIS MONTH'S COVER: Concrete bridge in the Illinois 

toll highway system. 

Se 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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New Cars and Trucks Use More Malleable 

For Better Performance...Lower Cost 

As the automotive industry steps up its drive to pack ae “Tr, 

greater performance into lighter weight vehicles and = i | 
still hold costs in line, the demand for Malleable iron Pe 
castings continues to increase. Noted for their strength, _ | For Free Literature on advantages 
toughness, machinability and economy, Malleables are | oe oe of Malleable iron castings, with 

used as key components in every make and type of |* — sasrues || examples from the automotive 
vehicle | ~~, industry, ask any member com- 

-_ . . Pe 4 pany for Data Unit No. 113, 
Matching each new advance in automotive technology, Co — or write to Malleable Castings 
Malleable is now available ina broad range of properties, jo  . Council, Union Commerce Build- 
including tensile strengths from 50,000 to 120,000 psi! —tmn_7-*, ing, Cleveland 14, Ohio. 

Find out now how much Malleable castings can improve 
your products. Contact any company that displays MEMBER 
this symbol — 

: MALLEABLE 

<a » ¥ eG ay “sr, NGs coun © 

7; * SS Re, 

a — a —LUmlmrtrtrt~—~—™ : -.. <= | = — ===. Lh a r— ~ a ———S . fi 
a oe : oe — . _. — 

Se a, 

s ————e ou LL y yd j " vil DO 

| < sae we S oS ~~ i 

oie Mein oe Oe. | ee 

Testifying to Malleable’s outstanding ability, pearlitic Malleable chosen for its high strength, wear resistance, damping capacity 
iron crankshafts are now used in both cars and trucks, like and machinability...Malleable is the most machinable of all 
this new heavy-duty highway hauler Pearlitic Malleable was ferrous metals of similar properties. 
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ONE IN A SERIES 

Bendix answers your questions 
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When there is a choice of employment opportunities, most ¥ s ii ea al \ 3 

graduating engineers and scientists make some sort of list of the eee g J eg a 
advantages offered by each prospective employer. Nee ’ 2 a 

Saw gn 
Some men put salary at the top of the list. Many lean toward the a oe 
company offering them the best chance at creativity .. . the widest scope oe 2 

for developing their interests and increasing their professional stature. _ — 

Others favor job security, company size and stability, or geographic as 
location. The final choice generally is made on the basis of the SC o a 
biggest “package” of advantages offered. , “ _ > 

Probably no organization today can offer a longer list of 2 / ‘ 

employment advantages than The Bendix Corporation. eC " 
One of the world’s most highly regarded, stable, b 
and diversified engineering-research-manu- : Do ) 
facturing corporations, Bendix has 25 . er. ag 
divisions which produce, literally, “a ®, A 7 a 
thousand diversified products.” The yO dé > — 
wide geographic spread of these P 7 eis 
divisions can be seen in the _ fo y } - 

listing below. . 7 a es 

Starting salaries paid by Bendix are OU a yo Bee 
competitive with those offered by : Oe oe 
other companies—naturally, better PE  rrrrtrt—ti‘_SstsCs 
talents are more highly rewarded. 7 2 -—rti‘“—i™s™—O—O—OCO””OCOCOC™C~COC™O™”CSC#iéS=sC 
Bendix readily recognizes achieve- Lo =  . 

ment, and gives the developing F : os : ee 
engineer and scientist wide lati- - a — 
tude in his field of interest. : Aas 

Ask your Placement Director — 
about Bendix—where you can oo 

build your career to suit your : 

talents. If you can’t arrange a j 
personal interview, write to ) : : 

C. C. Cleveland, The Bendix 

Corporation, Fisher Building, : 
Detroit 2, Michigan, for : 

more details. i4 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN: CALIFORNIA + CONNECTICUT - INDIANA - IOWA+ MARYLAND - MICHIGAN + MISSOURI - NEW JERSEY » NEW YORK + OHIO - PENNSYLVANIA 

a 
ey: 
CORPORATION 
Fisher Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich. 

A THOUSAND DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS SERVING THESE FIELDS: 

automotive + electronics + missiles & space + aviation + nucleonics + computer + machine tools + sonar + marine 

MARCH, 1961 7
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° ° eye . 
expanding in fertilizers...a growth industry 

Fertilizer consumption in the United States is up with Federal Chemical Company. Federal is a 76- 
88% in 15 years—from 13,466,000 to 25,313,000 year-old mixed fertilizer manufacturer with six 
tons. modern plants in Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, 
In the same 15 years, consumption in the 16 central Indiana and Ohio, heart of the mid-west farm belt. 

states increased almost 140%—from 4,607,000 to A Career at National ... National Distillers’ 
11,009,000 tons. This is the primary market for progress in the expanding fertilizer chemicals field 
National Distillers and Chemical Corporation’s fer- is part and parcel of its substantial growth in indus- 
tilizer chemicals—ammonia, nitrogen solutions and trial chemicals, metals and plastics. Chemists and 

sulfuric and_ phosphoric acids manufactured at engineers seeking a challenging career in a growing 
U.S. I. division plants in Illinois, lowa and Kansas. organization are invited to contact our Professional 
Now National has taken an important forward step Employment Manager, 99 Park Avenue, New York 
in integrating its fertilizer operations by merger 16,N. Y. 

yD GED NATIONAL DISTILLERS and CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
NEW YORK 16, N.Y. 

THE COMPANY WITH THE FIVE INDUSTRY FUTURE 

LIQUORS + INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS + PLASTICS + FERTILIZERCHEMICALS + METALS 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
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OUT OF THE LABORATORY 
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Forthcoming space exploration controls, and air conditioning and pressurization 

will require exotic fuels and new concepts in systems for conventional aircraft and advanced 

energy conversion to keep men alive and equip- flight vehicles. 

ment operating for long periods of time beyond Such diversity of interest not only makes work 

the earth’s atmosphere. Advanced hydrogen sys- more interesting at Garrett, but gives the engineer 

tems recently developed by The Garrett Corpora- an opportunity to increase his knowledge and 
tion have solved this problem of providing the chances for responsibility and advancement. 

electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic power, plus An orientation program lasting a period of 

cooling and heating required aboard a satellite or months is also available for the newly graduated 
space capsule during launching, outer space flight engineer, working on assignments with experi- 

and re-entry. enced engineers in laboratory, preliminary design 
Besides such spacecraft and missile systems, and development projects. In this way his most 

other product areas in which Garrett engineers profitable area of interest can be found. 
work include small gas turbine engines, flight Should you be interested in a career with The 

data systems for air and underwater use, nuclear Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

and solar power systems, cryogenic systems and in Los Angeles. 

THE CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California « Phoenix, Arizona 

OTHER DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES: AIRSUPPLY-AERO ENGINEERING ® AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE © GARRETT SUPPLY © AIR CRUISERS 
AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL © GARRETT MANUFACTURING LIMITED * MARWEDEL © GARRETT INTERNATIONAL S.A. © GARRETT (JAPAN) LIMITED 
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° Look Out, They're After You | 

Who you may ask is after you, well the unions that would like to 
take you into their camp are. There is a big drive on by the unions to 
get all engineers unionized. They have some arguments why you 
should join them and some of the arguments they use are true, but 
look out. 

The unions argue that while the starting salary of the engineer is 
quite high, the increases are too slow and do not keep up with the 
services rendered. They also argue that many industries do not treat 
engineers as professional and waste their services. If engineers will 
join a union, the unions promise to change all this. 

It is probably true that they could get the salary increases faster 
but instead of making engineers more professional, they would destroy 
all professional recognition that engineers have. If you join a union, 
you are not a professional, you are only one of the masses. By giving 
you one thing, they have taken away something more important. 

The white-collar workers have been a thorn in the side of all 
unions for a long time because they have been getting along fine with- 
out the union’s help and seem to like it that way. The unions would 
like to have everyone under their control so that they would be all 
powerful. They do not care if they can help you, they just want you 
under their control. 

Live up to the high standards of your profession and you will 

always get your awards. If a union man ever tries to talk you into join- 
ing a union, LAUGH at him.—W. S. H. 

The new large single crystals, just announced by Linde Company, Division 

of Union Carbide Corporation, are produced by the arc fusion process in 

qi individual furnaces like one pictured. Arc fusion is similar in some 

respects to the Verneuil flame fusion process used in Linde’s commer- 

cial production of synthetic sapphire, rutile, and other oxide crystals. 
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by John Wieber 

F ALL the accomplishments waves of the spectrum is the differ- earth, the wave is said to be verti- 
in communication media, ence in the wave length. cally polarized. When traveling 
perhaps nothing has been The electromagnetic wave is along the ground, waves of longer 

more significant than the discov- composed of moving fields of elec- length generally maintain their po- 
ery of the radio wave and the _ tric and magnetic force. The lines larization but the polarization of 
means of its propagation. of force in the two respective fields shorter waves may be altered from 

Electromagnetic radio waves are are mutually perpendicular to one that generated at the antenna. 
basically of the same nature as another and are also orthogonal to The speed at which electromag- 
light and heat and have therefore the direction of propagation. netic waves travel is dependent 
similar properties. One would as- The direction of the lines of upon the medium through which 
sume correctly that they can be re- force in the electric field deter- they are propagated. As already 
flected, refracted, and diffracted. mines the polarization of a radio stated, the speed of these waves in 
All three types of radiation also wave. The wave is horizontally free space is 300,000,000 meters 
travel at the same speed (300,- polarized if the electric lines of per second. When the medium is 
000,000 meters per second) in free force are parallel with the earth. other than free space, the speed is 
space. The principal difference be- Similarly, if the electric lines of inversely proportional to the dielec- 
tween radio waves and the other force are perpendicular to the tric constant of the material. One 
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important fact to be noted is that fact that the energy in a wave height. From this height a simple 
while a radio wave will travel front must be distributed over a reflection gives the same effect as 
through a dielectric with relative greater area as the wave moves the gradual refraction that actually 
case, it cannot penetrate a good away from the transmitter or occurs. 
conductor to any extent because source of propagation. This effect The ionosphere is caused by the 
the electric lines of force become is known as spreading. ultraviolet radiation from the sun 
practically short-circuited, Essentially, radio waves may be and hence it has sporadic transmis- 

Reflection, refraction, and dif- classified, according to the altitude sion effects which are directly de- 
fraction are entirely different char- of the paths along which they are pendent upon the amount of radia- 
acteristics. Consider a light ray propagated, as ground waves, trop- _ tion from the sun and the existing 
traveling through air of uniform ospheric waves, or ionospheric _ imtensity of ionization in the re- properties. When it confronts some waves. That part of the total radia- spective layers. There are two prin- 
object having different properties, tion that is directly affected by the cipal layers of ionization. These are 
its path may be shifted if the presence of the earth and its sur- the E and F layers. The only dif- 
change in properties is abrupt. face features is the ground wave, _ ference between these two layers 
Therefore, if a radio wave comes in [t has two components, an earth- __ is the intensity of ionization which 
contact with an object such that guided wave known as the surface exists at different altitudes in the the discontinuity is at least com- wave, and a space wave. The space ionosphere. The respective layers 
parable to the wave length of the wave is also the resultant of two ae most highly ionized at about 
wave, the radio wave will be re- components, the direct wave and local noon and decrease in inten- 
flected and the path of propagation the ground-reflected wave. That _ Sity at night. | will be changed. If a wave meets a part of the total radiation that un- The vertical angle which the | 
discontinuity through which it can dergoes refraction and reflection in wave makes with a tangent to the 
penetrate, its path will be deflected the lower atmosphere is known as earth is called the angle of radia- 
rather than reflected. the tropospheric wave. This wave tion or wave angle. The smaller the 

Remembering that the speed of is refracted and reflected in regions angle at which a wave leaves the 
the wave is inversely proportional of an abrupt change in dielectric earth, the less will be the bending : 
to the dielectric constant of the constant such as the boundaries be- required in the ionosphere to re- 
medium through which it is being tween air masses of differing tem- tum the wave back to earth. 
propagated, the differences in the perature and moisture content. Greater propagation distances can 
speed at which the wave travels Except for distances of a few also be obtained at smaller wave 

through the two media will have a miles most communioation on fre- angles. 
definite effect on the direction of quencies below 30 Me. is by means ; Normally, there is only one spe- 
travel of this wave. That part of the of the ionospheric or sky wave. If cific distance which can be covered 
wave front that enters the new it were not for the presence of the at a particular operating frequency. 
medium first travels at the new ionosphere, the radio waves would The area between the end of the 
speed while the trailing part of the travel upward from the earth’s useful ground wave and the begin- 
wave front travels at the old speed surface at such an angle that they ning of ionospheric-wave reception 
in the other medium. It is this dif- would continue out into space if is called the skip zone whereas the 
ference in speed between parts of their path were not bent. suffi- distance from the transmitter to the 
the wave front that accounts for ciently to bring them back to earth. nearest point of ionospheric-wave 
the wave being swung around °F The ionosphere is the medium that 'eception is called the skip dis- 
refracted. Long-distance communi- causes such bending to occur. It is tance. There are two basic criteria 
cation at high frequencies is pos- a region in the upper atmosphere which must be observed when 
sible by such methods of wave above ani approximate height of transmitting radio waves. The first “ a ss : Q > an approximate height of 60 . a : 
“bending or refraction. Such bend- miles where electrons and. ions of these is the critical frequency. 
ing is accomplished in an ionized exist in sufficient quantity so as to The critical frequency is that fre- 
region of the earth’s upper atmos- have an appreciable effect on the quency above which vertical re- 
phere. This region is called the speed at which radio waves wavel flection in the ionosphere just fails 

ionosphere. Refraction and reflection occur in ® Occur. As such it is a useful in- 
A radio wave tends to be bent layers of varying ionized intensity dex to the second criterion. The 

around the edge of an object when exactly as was discussed previously. highest frequency that can be used 
the wave grazes such an edge in While the wave travels in the ion- to transmit over a specified dis- 
passing. As a result, there is a di- osphere, it excites random ionized tance is called the maximum usable 

version of energy of different parts particles into motion thereby giving frequency. Best results with a min- 
of the wave and so the wave may up some of its energy. Such ion- — UM expenditure of power are al- 

eventually be received at a distance ospheric absorption decreases the ways obtained when the transmit- 
below the top of an obstruction or strength of the signal below that ting frequency is as close to the 

perhaps around its edges. Such a value which would be expected at 9. ™ | f. as possible since lone 
phenomena is known as diffraction. _ the receiving point. Ionospheric ab- ospheric absorption is least at this 

The final point of interest to be sorption is critical at the lower frequency. 
noted is that as the distance of the frequencies. Because the ion- Due to the a curvature of the 
wave propagation increases, the osphere is a region of considerable earth, transmission over Breat disz 
field intensity of the received signal depth it is convenient to assign it tances must be accomplished by 
decreases. This results from the a definite height called the virtual (Continued on page 34) 
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R t S 

by Peter Akmentins 

INTRODUCTION TYPES OF ROUTE SURVEYS Route surveying applies mainly 

IGHWAY construction dates Route surveys are used for sev- to points a considerable distance 
H back to 300 B.C. when the eral important engineering struc- apart. Therefore, the setting of a 

Romans felt that roads were tures. Among these are: location of few: telephone poles along a: high- 
a necessity to their far-flung mili- highways, and railways; canals and Way or reconstruction ofa. present 
tary campaigns. They also felt that aqueducts; pipe lines for sewage, toad sa Sey blocks long ‘would 
roads were necded as avenues of oil and gas; cable ways, power, scarcely ut the cehmibon, "The pen 
trade between Rome and_ other telephone, telegraph and transmis- cipal Functions fo pa Saeenaphistise 
Countries. The roads constructed at sion lines. In this article we are in route surveying are: (1) deter- 
this time were crude, especially primarily interested in surveys ap- mining the best general route: he: 
since most of them were made out plicable for highway location. ae Jie ta Be joined 

: : : a 2 a > alignme 
of stone blocks several feet thick. oe 2 and (2) fixing the s tepipent 
However, these crude roads were Definition of Route Surveying grades, and other details of the se- 

the forerunners of the modern Route surveying includes all field lected Toutes: Sound ongmcenns 
highway. work and acquiring of data (to- principles require that the route be 

oo , ; : gether with maps, profiles, and selected in such a way that the 
1 he first surfaced highway in other drawings) involved in the project may be constructed and 

this wk any : Fine pre pineaster planning and construction of any operated with the greatest econ- 
Eh ‘dull © me 1909 a oncrete route of transportation. The word omy and utility. 
MSDS: Gil aster COOSESES: transportation not only refers to the 

first came into existence and since fieampaniatton a persons but ialso Highway Surveying 

then vateddt has ae the lead. to the movement of liquids, gases, Highway surveying in itself is 

ing material for high-type pave- and the transmission of power and _ divided into two groups: (1) sur- 
ments on most highways. messages. Among the important en- __veys made to establish new high- 

With the development of con- gineering structures included are: ways, and (2) SuIveys made to 
crete, highway construction has be- highways and railroads; aqueducts improve existing highways. 8g ) & y 3 aq > 
come more complicated and costly. and canals; pipe lines for water, Surveys made to establish new 
Because of the great expense in- sewage, oil and gas; cable ways highways are carried out in about 
volved in constructing a highway, and belt conveyors; power, tele- the same manner as railroad sur- 
detailed planning has to be done phone, and telegraph transmission __ veys, the principal difference being 
before the actual construction. lines. the larger amount of space needed 

Peter Akmentins immigrated to this country from Germany 

in 1950. Born in Latvia, he and his parents left their home- 

land before the advancing Russian armies in 1945. From 1950 & 
to 1957 when he moved to Madison, Peter lived in Appleton, 

Wis. Peter is married and has one daughter. 
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Garden-State Parkway. An excellent example of the problems met by the route surveyor. 

for road way, highway interchanges termined by cross-section leveling, the original construction plans, tax 
and overpasses. For this reason, are run along the proposed road at maps, or aerial photographs. The 
establishment of a highway re- regular intervals. They are deter- preliminary survey is not required, 
quires a wider topographic map mined by cross-section leveling. with the locational survey run at 
than for a railway. Perhaps this is The cross-sections, plotted to scale, once. Alignment closely approxi- 
the reason why aerial survey meth- _ aid in selecting grades and in de- mating the final location can usu- 
ods rarely used by railroads, are signing drainage facilities. ally be selected from a study of the 
replacing field reconnaissance, and The changes in existing high- reconnaissance information. The 
even preliminary surveys on im- ways usually involve widening of important factor in improving on 
portant new highway locations. pavements, increasing the number existing roads is to balance the 

Topographic maps can be ac- of traffic lanes, reducing grades, earthwork quantities, dirt taken 
quired from the United States Geo- and flattening curves to increase out from part of the road and used 
logical Survey, which in conjunc- sight distance and safe speeds. Fre- in some other spot to fill, so that 
tion with the various states, has quently, most of the old highway the excavated material will be suffi- 
prepared such maps of the country. can be utilized, but minor reloca- cient for all the fills, with no excess 
If the proposed road is studied tion of the improved highway is or deficiency. When existing high- 
from one of these maps, one sur- often required. This is especially ways are improved there is seldom 
vey may be all that is necessary. If true when parts of the old highway an opportunity to dump waste or 
the map cannot be obtained, a cannot be improved without incur- borrow material along the way. 
thorough study of the area should ring excessive land damages to the 
be made on foot or by airplane. surrounding property. Railroad Surveys 

Aside from the use of aerial sur- Surveys for relocation of old As in highway location, the first y’ in highway 
vey methods, the use of cross- highways involve numerous modi- step in railway location is a careful 
sectioning is employed on new fications. The need for reconnais- study of the best available maps, 
locations. These cross-sections, de- __ sance is simplified by reference to _ followed by field reconnaissance of 
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the terrain between the proposed run on fairly heavy grades to avoid through areas where access to 
end locations. Aerial surveying — changes in direction of the align- _ ground-survey parties is impossible. 
methods supplement the other — ment or to avoid the unnecessarily | Under such conditions use is made 
methods of field reconnaissance, heavy cost of obtaining right-of- of aerial photography. 
and in many cases a route can be way through someone’s land. If at 
established from aerial photo- all possible the line should be lo- WHAT DETERMINES A TYPICAL 
graphs alone. cated near a highway or railway; ROUTE 

In remote regions that are inade- construction cost is reduced in this The type of engineering structure 

quately mapped, and on_ projects Way, aS'ls the cost of patrolling and that is to be built between given 
for which acrial-surveying methods Maintenance. termini will determine the location 
are not justified, ground reconnais- of the route. For example, the best 
sance may not definitely reveal the Surveys for Pressure Pipe Lines location for a railroad would not 
best possible route. In such a case and Underground Conduits necessarily be the most suitable 
it is wise to run a stadia traverse Surveys for the location of long one for a power-transmission line. 
along each of the possible locations. pressure pipe lines are almost as The type of terrain influences the 

Needed measurements are made simple as those for transmision characteristic pattern of a route 
as rapidly as possible and with the lines. But, since pressure pipe lines location. Terrain is generally classi- 

required accuracy. Shots are taken are usually located underground, fied as level, rolling, or mountain- 
with a transit on stations a con- — greater attention is paid to founda- ous. In comparatively level regions 
siderable distance apart. Single de- tion conditions, especially to avoid the line may be straight for long 
flection angles need be read no costly rock excavations and fre- distances, with minor deviations 
closer than the nearest 10 minutes. quent stream crossings. introduced to skirt watercourses or 
A few intermediate shots along the As in the case of transmission — other important barriers. In rolling 
traverse line may be needed to give __ lines, right-of-way for a pressure country the location pattern de- 
data for plotting a profile of the pipe line usually takes the form of pends on the orientation of ridges 
traverse. easements for its construction and — and valleys with respect to the 

The resulting maps, plotted by operation. Aerial surveys are par- general direction of the route. 

protractor and scale, really serve as _ ticularly useful in the location of | Mountainous terrain presents the 
high grade reconnaissance. Pro- long pipe lines. Sometimes, it is greatest problem to the locating 
vided the work is well done, they possible to determine the exact engineer. In this type of region we 
permit the definite discard of cer- placement of these pipe lines from have no simple pattern or basic set 
tain routes and go toward fixing aerial photographs alone, thus of rules to fit the situation. 

closely the best general route to be saving the extra expense of ground Once the decision as to the type 

followed in the more precise pre- surveying. of route to be constructed has been 
liminary survey. Surveys for underground con- made, certain steps are followed to 

duits containing power lines on pri- _ build this route: 
Transmission Line Surveys vate right-of-way are placed in the 1. Reconnaissance survey of the 

The survey methods for the loca. “*™7© MANRET AS Pressure pipe lines. entire area between the end points. 
tion of a transmission line are much Underground communication cir- This also includes the use of aerial 

the same as those used for highway Cuits are commonly placed in con- photography. 
location. However, the location of duits located beneath the highway 2. Reconnaissance survey of all 
actransinission line is Controlled less pavement. Access for maintenance feasible route bands. 
by topography than by the estab- is by means of manholes. Coaxial 3. Preliminary survey of the best 
lishment ‘of the most direct: route cables used for telephone, broad- route. The best route is determined 
from generating station to. sub- cast, and television circuits may be from the study of topographic 

station. Power loss due to voltage drawn through existing conduits. maps, and a soil map. ; 
drop is proportional to the length Sometimes, they are placed directly 4, Locational survey includes the 
of the conductor; consequently, 8 shallow ploughed trench be- placing of the highway on the 
when running high tension trans. side the highway. In neither case is ground. The highway is located on 
mission lines. we ave more cone any extensive survey work re- the ground by means of. stakes, 

cerned with finding the shortest quired. with great importance attached to 
route. Changes in direction are basic factors of alignment and 
made by using towers and running Surveys for Canals grade. . . 
the lines at an angle. A trunk tele- Surveys for hydraulic construc- 5, Construction survey is part of 
phone or telegraph line is usually tion in which the flow is by gravity the locational survey but at this 
located within the right-of-way of require very careful attention to time the highway slope stakes are 
a highway or of a railroad, and in elevations. Since relatively flat also set. 
such case these lines follow the — grades are used, surveys are identi- Reconnaissance 
curves of the right-of-way. The cal with those for railroad location, Once we have decided to build 
precision employed in this survey the principal modifications being a highway our next important de- 
is generally lower than that used the use of a narrower strip of top- cision is the selection of a gen- 

for a roadway, ography. eral route between the termini. 
Although construction is cheap- Canal routes are made as short This is usually determined by 

est in level country, lines may be as possible. Sometimes running — reconnaissance. 
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Reconnaissance is made by walk- On a cost per mile basis, com- An accurate contour map is there- 
ing, riding or flying. For reference, parable maps made round sur- ore very important. Relocation 0} 1 flying. F fe bl de by g d f y imy Rel f 

a contour map is used to guide the vey methods rarely cost less, and an existing highway, on the other 
surveyor. The reconnaissance must usually cost much more than maps hand, may sometimes be made by 
not be of a line but rather of an made from aerial photographs. An- revising the preliminary survey di- 
area. The extent of the area de- other point to remember is that rectly on the ground without the 
pends on the type of project and maps compiled from ground sur- use of a contour map. 
the nature of the terrain; the area ee may wae the wide a ae The primary purpose of the con- 
must be broad enough to cover all ote : as ‘those mage py tour map is to serve as a basis for 
practicable routes joining the ter- — PHotesraphy- . making a “paper location” of the 

mini. Of particular importance is Aerial maps are made by having final route. With the aid of such a 
the need for guarding against the  @djacent photographs overlap, ap- nap the engineer is able to scan a 
natural tendency to favor an obvi- _ Proximately 30 per cent on the — Jarge area of ground at once and 
ously feasible location. It is possible sides and 60 per cent in the direc- get himself acquainted with the 

that country which is covered with tion of flight. This insures that the general lay of the land. Further- 

tangled undergrowth, or is other- centersin each photograph will ap- more, he is able to study various 
wise rough for foot travel may hide Dear an the adjacent picture taken locations on the map in a small 
a much better location than is avail- mo the line of flight. By properly fraction of time. An added advan- 
able in more settled or open orienting the overlapping photo- tage of the contour map, provided 
territory. graphs (stereopairs) and viewing it is extensive enough, is to supply 

. . them through a stereoscope, the visible evidence that no_ better 
The information sought in ex- process known as “stereoscopic fu- route has been overlocked. 

ploration is: (1) The general fea- sion” takes place. In this process . sibl hy 
tures of the country, that is, the there is a vivid mental impression ; It is possible to put too shy, Pars 
general position of rivers, streams, of the terrain in three dimension. fiance tpon map sea tk ay. Par- 

roads, trails, railroads, villages, val- In effect, two positions of the cam- teularly to © a the ee are fone 
leys, summits of hills, gaps, or  ¢t@ lens several thousand feet apart orunih ole th se eatour nan ‘ ‘ 

passes; (2) the geological features are substituted for the observer's OMice WAL Only. Cae I Nat 
Troe - we ae ge > eyes. The resultin icture  dis- a guide. It is well to remember that 

the character and inclination of the — °Y®- & P eGR : atter } 
strata: 4 Si a : closes relative heights of hills and © contour map, no matter how strata, and the sources from which = 8 i | é ake the aeaninte . 35 depths of canyons, and accurate it may be, can take the 
materials may be obtained for th structures; Epes 0 yous; p ; i r rials may ained for the slopes of terrain. place of actual field inspection. The 
construction of the proposed road. main purpose of the contour map is 

The instruments employed in Preliminary Survey to make sca ke eee, which 
a reconnaissance are the A preliminary survey follows the a a Be ft ie pe et 

DOG et compass, the aneroid ba- general route recommended in the etail during the location s 2y. 

rometer and hand level for obtain- reconnaissance report. The most . 
ing approximate elevations; dis- important purpose of such a survey Soil Surveys 

- aed a SH by eye: or by is to obtain the date for plotting an Soil surveys reveal bedrock and 

india, 5 m aang ae transit with accurate topographic map of a strip other obstacles that would increase 
Athen ometumics if the character of territory along one or more the expense of the highway. These 
oF e country is such that an ordi- promising routes. This map serves surveys are also necessary to show 
the deeed safenen will fail to give as a basis for drawing the final the amount of material that is 

het “and vee? the plane- alignment and profile. The data available for borrow, for subbase, 
: = an as ade are used. When gathered in a preliminary survey or for concrete aggregates in a 
the reconnaissance is made by air- permits the estimate of earthwork given location. 
plane, aerial photographs of the quantities and gives a close cost Soil investigations are normall 
ground are taken at intervals and, analysis Soil investigations are normally 
with the aid of some ground sur- oa : carried out by the soil physicist or 

i stablis Preliminary surveys differ greatly zeologist. These men_ investigate veying to establish a few reference . hoa ana precision! Uh 4 Beologist: 
points, these photographs are com- method anc’ Drecision, However, the past geologic history of the 
bined so as to indicate clearly the they consist of at least one traverse area, From these studies, arca soil 

sraphic features ‘ which serves as a framework for maps are prepared which show the topographic features of the country. } sraphical details. The i C 
the topograp di etails. li ae: in” soil pattern, land forms, types of 
struments use m a preliminary . il d sits, swe areas drain- Acéial Photograph \ ns usee _ pretiminar soil deposits, swamp areas, dra 

graphy survey are a compass, stadia, age conditions, and other related 
Aerial photography in highway transit, and tape. Elevations along inforination, 

location is used as a supplement to the traverse line are taken to exist- Thesstans usedum drawiawa. soil 

the usual ground reconnaissance ing physical features. Accurate con- a. fle = ne follows Vane cow. 
surveys. The advantage of aerial tour lines may be needed, the re- oe aE th sub nadecare examined 
photography is that photographs quirements depending on the type TOUR | UDB he 

: : f EGIee at suitable intervals and the depths 
can be made of the entire area, and of project. Eng ONS 

and characteristics of the various 
from these photographs topo- layers of soil are determined and 
graphic maps can be made which Proper Use of Topography ayers velo  Ateien nose . 

; ee : : : recorded. The distances between 
will greatly aid in selecting the best On new locations of highways, 
route. grades are particularly important. (Continued on page 34) 
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Fuel Injecti 

by James L. Wise me’61 

INTRODUCTION Greater volumetric efficiency is near the combustion chamber in- 
N 1957, General Motors offered possible in an engine equipped stead of in the manifold. Manifolds 

I fuel injection as a power option with fuel injection for anumber of are designed with a freer air flow 
on their passenger car and Cor: reasons. The manifold no longer because they carry only air, instead 

vette V-8’s. Mercedes-Benz had has to be heated because evapora- of air and fuel, The restriction due 
been using fuel injection on. their tion of the fuel take place in or — to the carburetor venturi is elimi- 

300-SL for several years. These two was ~~ 
adaptations of an old Diesel engine a Ga eS 
principle to gasoline engines set off 4h a oN )\ 
: wave of interest in fuel injection Dz it | g Nh 
or passenger cars. At the present If aay: * EN 

time, due to high cost, fuel injec- if re i Wal | ecaa 
tion is thought of as a high per- a: - AS a iy ol ae " 
formance racing car accessory; but, hy — Eat ie fet Orr re 
with continued research in the field, Hh iS = ete | ||| Tir | (iI > 
it may well be the system of fuel iy Le ay ey ew tl bog se 4 
metering used on all the cars of the y_ | i pS Via ae willl | ) 
future. Pe) Wh i aS Ae hes Zs 

The basic job of the fuel system } i i? oe | #) ai 1M . a 
on an automobile is changing a Tibi e = 4 ’ ( | Le & 
liquid fuel into an explosive mix- i il.) Tx J = wre i ‘| : 
ture of fuel vapor and air. Nearly is fe NG Tax cd wi \ 
all of our American automobiles Lo AY Ly eS f) ‘e aN ee a’ rs 7 ))) i f 

accomplish this in a system, where ty ya I" .% ous a OF ees - 
the fuel and air for all cylinders is J\ en ree i a Sl I , 
mixed at one central point, the car- a oo —_—— peo pein 
buretor. Fuel injection is an alter- ay, ee : . ae - / > 

nate system, using the principle a og oi a zs oo 
used on Diesel engines; that is, the ae <o- all \ : — a 
tuel is mixed with air in or very ead a ya , ce 
near the individual cylinders. CN a. al a Le 

YE ee S 
PROS AND CONS OF FUEL “ 5 Tes p 

INJECTION . ee Fj 

Fuel injection has many advan- ae 
tages over the conventional car- Sian i 
buretor system. These include more —Courtesy Chevrolet Motor Division 

power and better economy. A 1956 Chevrolet V-8 engine with the initial Chevrolet fuel injection system. 
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nated, This increased volumetric 
efficiency increases both power and 
economy. Power is increased be- FUSCALDO INJECTION SYSTEM 
cause more working substance goes 
through the system per cycle, The 
economy increase is due to a . 
greater mechanical efficiency which TING we BY-PASS 
is in turn due to the increased volu- rpm cols 
metric efficiency. , 1 

Fuel distribution is also superior % j oat a a 
on a fuel injection equipped en- = Wa, los 
gine because nll of the ann of \ § coe om | GEAR 

Sonu : x : ote Use ves &.% ae 
delivering the fuel-air mixture from CS PC 
the carburetor to the cylinders are Ase at 8 
eliminated by mixing the fuel at = = ae t——— 
each cylinder. With the carburetor in | Paar | 

each cylinder receives a mixture ft tg ‘ PT Zale) \ 
different from that of every other FN a : ese i 
cylinder. The richness of the fuel s \\ a FL) ‘ aay 
depends on the distance from the es arisvron ANS | 
cylinder to the carburetor. The cyl- 2 
inders farthest away receive the ‘ 
leanest mixture. Fuel injection al- % 
lows a constant distance between —Courtesy of General Motors Corp. 
each cylinder and its injector. An early injection system using electronic control. 

This improved fuel distribution 
also tends to give better engine a carburetor are also avoided by These are higher cost, greater sen- 
performance. Power is increased mixing the fuel and air closer to sitivity, more difficult and costly 
by permitting all the cylinders to the point of combustion. Complete servicing, and reduced reliability. 
run at the best air-fuel ratio. Econ- correction for changing conditions Because of the complexity of 
omy is increased by preventing an such as climate and altitude is pos- fuel injection systems, even, thé 

over-inch ratio in some cylinders. sible; and, many advantageous simplest injection system will be 

Also, a leaner average fuel-air ratio changes in engine design are pos- more expensive than a simple car- 
ia ue Seat vite rough idling. sible with fuel injection. buretor. However, when produced 
n addition to these advantages, in simila antities. injecti 

throttle icing is eliminated because Dissidvantages of Fuel Injection ald ent Soporte ace 
the fuel is introduced behind the Along with these numerous ad- with: some icf the catburdlor ‘com: 
throttle. The delays inherent with vantages go some disadvantages. binations: which are ‘used soni sour 

cars today. At any rate, injection 
will give better performance than 
any carburetor, so that in commer- 

GM INJECTION SYSTEM cial applications, this gain must be 
ft mW elnitaey vo) weighed against the increase in first 

INT WN idee ®. 2S EN cost. Fuel injection systems, due to 
) oo their complicated controls and 

Ae | VENTURI \ | ES ee | mechanisms, and close tolerance, 
. Waid I eae = are very sensitive, particularly to 

Care ean NC y v7 NOZZLE dirt. This sensitivity can be taken 
YS eo | Sal Ue , i £ 4 care of by protection of the com- 
a ae | e oe | \. nny 7 e ponents and filtration of the fuel. 
= : : y Tl S led i ag \ i The cost of this must, also, be 

| Mf iit the Ab f Vi WW charged against the system. 

eee ne po a eae) bed Dy Obviously, a more complex 
ee 4 =| n ey mechanism is more costly to ue 
l= eee ra AOS ES ice. But, diesel equipment of a 

> id a i“ ASS ye similar nature ‘nillentes that gaso- 
| ay | auise oS e : line iajeaton will give very a 

ted eee Jf Ve i occasion for servicing, provide: 

t = aoe, ye/ ' dirt is kept out of the system. Fuel 
| DIAPHRAGM Ua NENG injection is less reliable in the sense 
| nual si ila TANK chee Lao that failure of a component is 
—rr—C a oe likely to make the system, and 

" —Courtesy of General Motors Corp. thereby the engine, inoperable, 

An experimental GM metering system. (Continued on page 22) 
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Development testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets is car- 
ried out in specially built test stands like this at Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft’s Florida Research and Development Center. 

Every phase of an experimental engine test may be controlled 

by engineers from a remote blockhouse (inset), with closed- 

circuit television providing a means for visual observation. 
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> . . Pratt & Whitney Aircraft? 
ra 7 

Regardless of your specialty, you would work in a A ok Se ia | a i 
. . ee oe wy oie —- § ££ OP 

favorable engineering atmosphere. Ne ae The | ae | 

3 ‘ Z ety 7 Yi] ee fe 
Back in 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was i Ne i 4 Sala | 

designing and developing the first of its family of vy a “Wie si 

history-making powerplants, an attitude was born—a A rl reef 

recognition that engineering excellence was the key i es GE 

to success. At P&WA's Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Lab- 

oratory (CANEL) many technical talents are focused 
That attitude, that recognition of the prime impor- on the development of nuclear propulsion systems for 

tance of technical superiority is still predominant at fulre-ait Gand space vehicles: With this: five mock-ip 
& of a reactor, nuclear scientists and engineers can 

P&WA today. determine critical mass, material reactivity coefficients, 
. control effectiveness and other reactor parameters. 

The field, of course, is broader now, the challenge ali sss ~ 

reater. No longer are the company’s requirements LU a | 4 
= = : ea 5 any oS > ae a 4 confined to graduates with degrees in mechanical Kel ; . oe t—“‘<‘ 

and aeronautical engincering. Pratt & Whitney Air- | Yoo ee ye . 
p « 7 Go _ Mal ne ee 

craft today is concerned with the development of Li L | a ae! , 

i Ga ee all forms of flight propulsion systems for the aero- | ih — fae ae | 
space medium—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and a et ee ae ; 
other advanced types. Some are entirely new in vd 2 ee OO 
concept. To carry out analytical, design, experimental Representative of electronic aids functioning for P&2WA 
or materials engineering assignments, men with engineers is this on-site data recording center which 

degrees in mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, chem- can provide automatically recorded and computed 
. . . data simultaneously with the testing of an engine. This | 
ical and nuclear engineering are needed, along equipment is capable of recording 1,200 different 
with those holding degrees in physics, chemistry values per second. 

Specifically, what would you do?—your own engi- if , a 
neering talent provides the best answer. And Pratt 49 | 
& Whitney Aircraft provides the atmosphere in which i is —A : 
that talent can flourish. | eh Se Pees 

SO gg Sa ee za 
id oe ee f 

ie eS ans a € 
For further information regarding an engineering : . . _ 
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col- Studies of solar energy collection and liquid and vapor 
I 1 ffi : Mr. R. P. Azi power cycles typify P&WA's research in advanced 
ege placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger, space auxiliary power systems. Analytical and Experi- 
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, mental Engineers work together in such programs to 
East Hartford 8, Connecticut. establish and test basic concepts. 

“may 

en gh) PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
owe: Division of United Aircraft Corporation 
a, ES CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 
E> FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida 
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rather than merely producing less The fuel supply to the air stream pump speed varies with engine 
than optimum performance. at each cylinder is varied only to speed while fuel output per stroke 

The advantages obviously out- maintain the basic fuel-air mixture, is a function of air density, of 
weigh all the disadvantages, except and provide the special require- manifold pressure and of tempera- 
cost. All the other disadvantages ments of the engine. The fuel and ture. With cither system the re- 
can be eliminated or greatly re- air for the intake stroke is being quirements mentioned previously 
duced by good design. The costs of supplied during the compression, are met by further adjusting the 
fuel injection, and thus its accept- power and exhaust strokes that Pre-—_basic fuel-air mixture according to 
ance, will depend upon the number cede it as well as during the intake operating conditions 
built and the advancements made stroke. (See Fig. 1) This presents - 
in the field. a problem in that fuel being sup- COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS 

A good fuel system accomplishes plied to one cylinder while the in- AVAILABLE 
the following things: it provides take valve is closed is often robbed : . 
the basic fuel-air mixture; enriches by an adjacent cylinder whose in- With some of the principles of 
the mixture for starting; maintains take stroke is taking place, The operation established, a look at sev- 
the enriched mixture until the en- problem is solved in practice by eral commercial systems presently 
gine is warmed up; provides the using long pipes to supply air to the _ on the market is in order. The only 
correct mixture for hot starting; cylinders, preventing fuel and air components mentioned will be 
provides for changing conditions; from transferring from one cylinder those which must be understood to 
and cuts off the fuel supply during to another. These pipes can be used understand the system. 
coasting, The basic fuel-air mix- to further advantage when they are General Motors Ramjet fuel in- 
ture, used during normal running, ram tuned for better volumetric jection, offered on Chevrolet Cor- 
should not vary with changes in efficiency. vette V-8 engines, is unique in that 
engine loading. However, since at Timed flow injection, on the other _ it is the only continuous flow injec- 
low temperatures only the lighter hand, supplies fuel to each cylinder tion system in use on automobiles 
components of the fuel are vapor- only on the intake stroke, (See Fig. today. General Motors claims that 
ized, a cold engine requires aL richer 2) With timed flow injection, there it accurately controls the fuel-air mixture to compensate for this poor is no problem of fuel transfer be- ratio to each cylinder, with rapid 
evaporation. Je eniahe cee tween adjacent cylinders. Of accelerator response and smooth 

should he maintained ant cio course, long pipes can be used for running. In this system, the accel- 
gine Is warm. Wwathy fuel injection ram tuning this system also. erator controls the volume of air warm-up time is much shorter than which enters tHe ening. A venturi 
with carburetion, because the ae th © i o sf air bs 

ate aeavhich theduel 46 imjeeted MIXTURE CONTROL measures the weight of air, by points at which the fuel is injected, measuring the volume and correct- 
being much closer to the source of In every fuel system, engine : ay saa . : 

A ; ing this for pressure and tempera- heat than a carburetor would be, speed is controlled by regulating . . 
‘ . : ‘ ture. Then the correct amount of heat up to the required tempera- the amount of air that is allowed to . - Lair 

«kl y ; a fuel to provide the proper fuel-air 
ture much more quickly. enter the engine. This is accom- mixture for the existing conditions plished by the throttle valve in the 6 Tiijeoted ite the air Stat at 

Altitude and Temperature intake manifold, which is controlled Reece . a ; 
Cc tion : each cylinder, immediately before ompensati by a footfeed. The basic problem : ; . < Sere EB , 2 : se. i the air enters the intake port. For the majority of drivers alti- is then to mix the fuel and air in The system can be better under: 

tude change is rarely i sroblem, the night proportions, stood by tracing the fuel and air 
but a change in atmospheric pres- There are two mixture control routes, The fuel is pumped from 
sure is with us constantly, Because systems in use with fuel injection the gas tank by an engine-driven, 
lower atmospheric pressures will at the present time, the mass air- canstint puIpat-persnolecpump to 
reduce the amount of air entering flow system and the engine speed- 4. fuel xeservoir, The level of the 
the engine during an intake stroke, air density system, The mass airflow fuel in this reservoir is maintained 
the fuel rate must be fcapee = control system, used on the con- py a float, Submerged in the reser- 
prevent over-richness. Likewise, the tinuous flow injection system, util- voir, is a small, high pressure, en- 
amount of air entering an engine izes a venturi in the air stream to sitie driven pump that pumps ‘the 
varies with the temperature of i meter the fuel, The venturi meas- fuel to a metering chamber, from 

add This _ alse be oe ahi ures the volume of air that enters which it can go to the injection 
for in the ue) Ate. Kana eh ere. the engine. By adjusting this valve yozzles or back to the reservoir, 
the engine is coasting the fuel sup- for pressure and temperature, the depending on the needs of the en- 
ply ome shut of ‘0 prevent weight of air entering the engine gine. The air goes through an air 

waste and a low the engine to a is obtained. Fuel supplied is a func- filter into the metering chamber 
braking effect. ron of ea of air ar which contains the fuel controlling 

thus providing the proper basic venturi, Volume measurements 
FUEL INJECTION: SYSTEMS air-fuel ratio. from the venturi are converted to 

All fuel injection systems fall in- In the engine speed-air density | weight measurements. It is this 
to two general categories—continu- control system, the fuel supplied to quantity that determines how much 
ous flow and timed flow. Continu- the cylinders is a function of the — fuel is pumped from the metering 
ous flow injection supplies fuel to engine speed and the density of the chamber to the nozzles and how 
the air flow at all times. air entering the engine. The fuel much is returned to the fuel reser- 
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x From the —— venturi, tion, Fuel is supplied to the injec- Robert Bosch Fuel Injection 
he air goes through the intake tion pump by an electrically driven ; sce 

manifold to the combustion cham- gear pump. A check valve event g we Robert pene Eyal Injection 
ber. The intake manifold has long, fuel pressure decay when the en- a ind a _Eimed How, engine 
ram tuned pipes leading to the gine is stopped. speed-air density controlled fuel in- 

combustion chambers to prevent h : 5 Jecnon system. The feature that 
fie] wanefer beaween addentepl- T e Bendix Electrojector system, makes this injection system unique 
inders: as indicated by its name, is an elec- is injection directly into the com- 

The American Bosch fuel. inj tronically controlled and_ electri- bustion chamber, instead of into 
don . ie ‘on if ed fi uel injec- cally actuated fuel injection system. the intake port. A multiple unit 
speed ait densit me ; Med Bal Gn, It has timed intake port injection | pump, having a pumping element 
shcton , tom, ie aes edtuelin- — from a common rail fuel system, — for each cylinder, is used to pump 
sa male oun i wale port injec- and it employs controls responsive the fuel. Each element consists of 
The ce ome tip he hor to intake manifold pressure, engine a plunger of constant stroke in a 
item ioe a coultiole s of the sys- speed, air pressure, and tempera- close fitting barrel. The plungers 
suum ° i ; ntrel, mai ajeenon ture. The fuel flow through this sys- are driven by an eccentric shaft 
an Oe control, a constant out tem is relatively simple, An electric — which is controlled by a diaphram 

lear tL, pump, ane a Nee non-metering pump supplies fuel that senses manifold conditions. 

of the ate beg ea ae from the fuel tank to the injector Thus, engine speed and air density 

uel to all the cylin ders ome valves—one at each cylinder. control the unit. The diphram turns 
a > Cy ers a 2re- . he ape: -otati sanirals 

fore runs at half engine speed. The control unit is the heart of ire Plungers, and na coptséls 
‘Thus the engine speed part of the this system. Control begins with a @ length of time the plunger 

: e pa t sandwich twee unit that ig added PUMPS fuel to the injectors during 
control system is taken care of. The ne YE 5 at is added me ctr se ta tang ; 

a aes. ‘ tothevdisttibutor: between the base «1S stroke, This injection system is 

pump itself is a plunger, driven by * ibutae ond the stendand used on the Mercedes-Benz 300 SI 
an eight-lobe face-cam. A metering of the distributor and the standard with considerable neces pias Se 

sleeve is attached to the plunger. cap. 7 unit Te of a ae : oes — 
The plunger pumps the same ing selector unit and rotor, In the CONCLUSION 

, , cach « . selector unit, there is a set of amount of fuel on each stroke, but breaker points ; — : Of the four systems presented 
h sine claawa _ reaker points and a commutator * the metering sleeve allows some of ith a secti f here, the cheapest is the General 
the fuel to return to the pump bes with a section of the commutator > al Saxtents ; ; 

P for each injector valve. The breaker Motors fuel injection, and the most 
fore the plunger starts pumping to each Injector valve. he preaker sive is : sch sys 

ee ping noints are operated by the stand expensive is the Robert Bosch sys- 
the injectors, Thus, the start of fuel are operated’ by. the stands Y is is because cost rises wi a ; S, the:sta \ Aid .digtibutos Gait, Thus, fon av= tem. This is because cost rises with 

ow to the cylinders is varied : ps Ss een complexity. The General Motors 
accord watt ery two engine revolutions, as many according to the setting of the me- y > ‘ system uses a simple metering sys 
tering sleeve, which is in turn con- ane as there are cylinders an ard Sort pe : while ne 

. a ae . ave been sent out. . pen eee cae 
trolled by the injector pump con- . Robert Bosch injection system uses 
trol. The same plunger and meter- The impulses go to an electronic oth a more expensive timed me- 

ing sleeve feed each cylinder by modulator control, where through tering system and very costly direct 
rotating within the pump housing. a transistorized circuit, the im- cylinder injection. 

The injection pump von pulses are changed to pulses of 6 7 SORTASE 2 
j pump control, : . E The other two systems run about 

which positions the metering standard width. Simultaneously, the same price, with the Bendix 

sleeve, is mounted on the injection Signals indicating engine conditions system slightly higher because of 

pump. It consists of a piston ina Ate being received by the electronic the electronic equipment which it 

cylinder, the piston biased against modulator control from sensing uses. 
control pressure by a spring. At — Units located in various parts of the All of these systems are relatively 

high control pressure, which cor- — ©8!Ne. By integrating these exter- yew, and have “bugs” that must be 

responds to low manifold vacuum nal sensing signals into the stand- worked out. The problems of relia- 

(full throttle), the spring is com- ard pulse-width circuit of the elec- —_pility and sensitivity to dirt must 

pressed, and the piston positions Tonic control system, the standard he solved before fuel injection will 

the metering sleeve at full fuel po- pulse-width is modified to reflect he mass produced. Then, and only 

sition. As the engine speed in- ¢ngine conditions. These pulses are then, will it reach a price level 

creases, manifold vacuum increases, then sent to the cylinders which are where every car can be equipped. 

and the spring exerts enough force ready to receive fuel. If these problems can be solved 

to decrease the fuel supply. A sec- The injector valve is opened by —_ some day fuel injection will be uni- 
ond spring counter-balances the a solenoid, which is in turn actu- _ versally used. 

first spring at very high manifold ated by the pulse from the elec- REFERENCES 
vacuum to prevent complete shut- tronic control modulator. Thus, the Abridgment, “Fuel Injection for Gaso- 

off. Control pressure is provided to length of the pulse which has been line Automobiles,” SAE Journal, Jan— 

the injection pump control by the — modified to reflect engine condi- Feb. 1906, 1 Dahl. E. S., “Appli 
mixture control, This is nothing — tions—starting, accelerating and Meyer, W. E. and pan EB APP aie 

& & tion of Fuel Injection to Spark Ign 
re than a device to modify the soasting, determi hi l h ion Engines,” Engineering Kn Tow en a ‘ y Md fal 1 i le ome ow long the tion Engines,” Engineering Know-How 

manifold pressure during co uel should be admitted to the in- in Engine Design, Part 6, 1958. 

starting and warm-up. Other than take port. In this system, like the Winkler, A. H. and Sutton, R. W., “The 

that, manifold pressure is used as previous two, the fuel is sprayed Bendix aa Isctrojettor’ Provides’ Timed 
ontral pressive ‘Without modified he intake ~ ? Intake Port Injection, Automotive In- 

con pressure U ca- at the intake port. dustries, Vol. 116, No. 4, 1957. 
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\ O pretation; tool recognition; me- Features to Note 

chanical insight; paragraph and There is a short treatment of non- 

reading interpretation; vocabulary, linear mechanics and game theory, 

and general mathematics. ane ScghanSE 8 EERE theory and 

p Here, then is a complete picture ‘The treatment ‘of vector and. tensor 

Q A of what the Air Force Academy analysis, along with probability the- 

expects of its applicants, with in- ory and statistics, is unusually 
struction material patterned on the complete : 
examination as announced by the The handling of orthogonal polynomi- 

. als is unique in such a book. 
HOW TO QUALIFY FOR THE Air Force Department. The material has been so written that 

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE each chapter is independent of the 

ACADEMY ELEMENTS OF PURE AND APPLIED others although many cross  refer- 

212 pages. $3.00 MATHEMATICS ences tend to unify the subjects at 

and, 

For the military-minded young Harry boss A considerable number of examples 

man the new book—“How to Qual- 491 pages. $7.50 are worked out in detail, and prob- 

ify For United States Air Force Of great interest is the book E pay follow, each sect sacl 
Academy”—is an absolute necessity “Elements of Pure and Applied ee PUOGTAD AGS: NONE SHES 

if he chooses to cast his lot with the Mathematics” by Harry Lass, Pro- “eee 5 ay 

air power of the future. Here, un- fessor in the Electrical Engineering Frain the Author's Preface: “This 
der one cover, is the necessary Department at the University of book as HOt Meant, ‘to be a come 

study material for hopefuls to the Southern California and Research pendium of formulas. The diseram= 
nation’s newest military college. Specialist in the Jet Propulsion inating : reader should enjoy the 

All entrance requirements and Laboratory of the California Insti- rigor of analysis which 1s MUSSINE 
sample questions from the entrance tute of Technology. from most applied-mathematics 

exam are fully explained. This in- Containing a more rigorous texts, On the piher hand, the reader 
cludes the procedures for making treatment of individual topics than wh ipehielly utareseed an-obtarc- 
application and physical qualifica- is found in the majority of applied ing = Cursor, knowledge of the ma- 

tions. The written examination is mathematics texts, this work is a terial will :find. ‘that ‘the: text ‘con= 
outlined as to subject matter and valuable reference book for all tnins:most of the clementary toples 

methods of questioning. readers and an excellent text for found in existing applied-mathe- 
Study material for the written upper-division undergraduate matics texts: 

examination is presented in chap- courses for physical science, engi- 
ter form, each chapter covering the neering, and math majors. , THE JAGUAR GUIDE 

subjects which the candidate will The book provides a thorough John, Bently 
encounter on the entrance test. In- treatment of the various subjects in 127 pages. $2.75 

cided here is preparation for gen- classical mathematics which are John Bentley's outstanding new 
Ciceioad, ae a ee set to the engineer and book, “The Jaguar Guide”, is a 

mathe ate acne me e p er It as and illuminates must for every owner and would-be 

lations tests: the Colleve sine a most ° the subjects that an under- owner of one of the world’s finest 
ae ests; the College Entrance graduate math major will encoun- sports cars. This extraordinary 

Fssiaton Borda hich 5 fern hs"tomse wont ges tamale ude ve 
Beadle: ney: loom . ae au an gkocehonally good prep- sense of the word for “Jag owners, 
ne eaph ck “sor peo Ee an a oF the use of applied but it also is excellent reading for 

7 —~ ate mnver= mathematics. (Continued on page 34) 
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“ITS HERE-IF YOU WANT TO WORK FOR IT” 
Even before Ron Spetrino received his engi- touches on the specs for this $1,600,000 project. 

neering degree from Case he had good job offers Today, as a Supervising Engineer, Ron heads 

from six companies. a staff of five engineers and is responsible for 

He joined The Ohio Bell Telephone Company __ telephone switching in much of the greater 
—his reason: “I was convinced an engineer could Cleveland area. 
go further here—if he was willing to work for it.” He supervises the design and purchase of $3 

As soon as Ron got his feet on the ground million worth of equipment a year. And even 
in telephone engineering, he was tapped for a More important, he is charged with developing 
tough assignment. The job—to engineer switch- the technical and managerial skills of his staff. 

ing equipment modifications needed to prepare Ron knows what he’s talking about when he 

Cleveland for nationwide customer dialing of long says, “‘In this business you have to do more than 

distance calls. a good job. We expect a man to be a self-developer. 

Ron wrapped it up in five months, and found We expect him to take responsibility from his 

he had earned a shot at another tough assignment. first day on the job and think for himself. You 
In this job Ron helped engineer a completely new don’t get ahead around here by just doing time. 
long distance switching center for Cleveland. This If you want a job in which you're given every 

switching center connected Cleveland with the chance to prove yourself, and real responsibility 

nationwide customer dialing network. It was right from the start—you’ll want to see your Place- 

about a year later that Ron put the finishing ment Office for further information. 

ger 
ey “Our number one aim is to have in all — 

— management jobs the most vital, intelli- i 2 
a a gent, positive and imaginative men we \\ Aaa, |; 
“3 7 can possibly find.” Ql 

. y FREDERICK R. KapPeL, President 

e . American Telephone & Telegraph Co. BELL TELEPHO N E CO M PAN | ES 
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Se ee a Sig ee 
The care and feeding of a BAM missile system 

eae 

alent 

; 

ULoEee a “= It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way. 
“¢ ve | : ' Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction : | Peed 
LS : i peu. " | of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the 
ae a L . - » = Fy , reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including 

Ni ae SP] all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system 
a utilization and crew training. This complete job allows Douglas missiles like 
| THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test 

by to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas 
¥ : Fy is seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles, 

ie € re f + 6 iy space systems and their supporting equipment. Write to C. C. LaVene, 
a ™” ay sa Box P-600, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

USS . _ Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation 
‘ ~~ requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space DO U G LAS 
witb 1 probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Ill MILITARY AIRCRAFT Ill DC-8 JETLINERS Ill CARGO TRANSPORTS Ill AIRCOMB® Ill GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
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HOW ENGINEERS MAKE NEW DESIGNS POSSIBLE AND PRACTICAL 
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Mlustration courtesy of Grad, Urbahn & Scelye. 

Inco Nickel helps give engineers the solution 
to metal problems in new radio telescope 

How do you design a precision instru- materials tough and strong enough? probably you, yourself, in the near 
ment that will “see” 38 billion light Nickel gave them the answer! Nickel future, will be faced with problems 
years into space? This problem was _ in steel gave these engineers a mate- just as difficult. When you are, you can 
answered by the engineers working rial tough enough to maintain pre- count on Nickel—and the cooperation 
on this revolutionary, new radio cisionin the rotating mechanismeven of Inco —to help get the job done... 
telescope. under the anticipated 20,000-ton load. and done right! 

But these engineers faced another And Nickel, to be used in the steel If you’d like to get acquainted with 
challenging problem—How do you members, gavethemthehighstrength Nickel steels, write us for a copy of, 
actually build it? How do you build at minimum weight needed to sup- ‘Nickel Alloy Steels and Other Nickel 
a telescope as tall as a 66-story build- port the giant reflector. Alloys in Engineering Construction 
ing with a reflector so big it could The radio telescope is one of the Machinery.” Educational Services, 
hold six football fields? many developments in which Nickel The International Nickel Company, 

How do you build a rotating mecha- has solved important problems. Most Inc., New York 5, N. Y 
nism that can swing this giant up or 
down, or sideways, to aim at any spot 
in the Universe with pin-point accu- UN Ls . 
racy? Just the tiniest amount of wear NCO, | nternational N ickel 
or distortion in this mechanism could veneers 
throw the telescope millions of miles The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U. S. affiliate of The International Nickel 
off target in the far reaches of space! Company of Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) — producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, 

Where could they get construction Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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These pictures were taken while any - Po 

Lp “Bongos and Brass” was playing, for EN at 
«2 . a * ee — a - 

Julie’s stereo is playing almost continu- — | +g 
3 aya * + Le le Li 

ally. Besides liking music she enjoys Po oa ee 
2 ‘ * . ig — 

swimming, walking, and talking. le aw iia ee. 
: a eo 

Often work on her masters degree in L L Ee Pe 

English is briefly put aside for a cup of . en Poe AY 

coffee. Julie claims a cup of coffee is the Pe ‘ 

best way to start and end a day. We . 

wonder if she would like some company. y 

One sure bet—when she starts to ‘ ” 

teach English the photographer will be 
attending classes. 
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IMPROVED CIRCUIT BOARDS Fotoceram lower board, which car- 

Capacity is measured 10 times ties the cireuit pattem. The assem 4 SE 
more accurately than before with bly allows rapid and repetitive a a nmuea 
new capacitor test and storage cir- Measurements, convenient identi- i Se : 
cuit boards developed by Corning fication of capacitors, which are in- | (aie 
Electronic Components. ventoried individually throughout a ce eae ; 

_ . ; their life, and efficient handling yi ee a rere | The boards are used in the re- and shiping ae ll wi 
liability research and development ane Supping. . Ps oom J 

oe pa After testing, Autonetics removes aint 3 
program for the Minuteman mis- the lower boards: aud veturnsthem 7 A 

sile guidance and control systems. to Corning for re-use. The capaci- ey Py: . 
The program is conducted by Au tors are stored onthe top’ boards Pee ah a 
tonetics, a division of North Amer- until installed in the missile Improved circuit boards used in 
ican Aviation, Inc. . Minuteman missiles. . systems. 

Difference between the old and Hole patterns in Fotoceram, 
new boards lies in a sophisticated which is derived from photosensi- 150 miles per hour or commuters at 
wiring design and use of a unique tive glass, are obtained by chemical speeds up to 75 miles per hour. In 
material. machining. Metallized areas can be this conception advanced by West- 

A fiberglass-epoxy board with a subjected to soldering more than inghouse engineers Charles Kerr, 
two-terminal wiring design was 50 times without damage. An addi- Jr. and Clarence Lynn, the road- 
used originally. Meaningful meas- tional advantage of the material in way would consist of a series of 
urements were prevented by stray this use is that it is less glossy than rubber rollers spaced approxi- 
capacitance and variable insulation fiberglass-epoxy. mately 20 feet apart to resemble 
resistance that often masked Size of the bottom board is inverted roller skates. Powered by 
capacitor IR. 614-x-1714-x-.070-inch. The top individual motors, these rollers 

Then Corning engineers worked board is an inch narrower. Manu- would both support and propel the 
out a three-terminal shielded  cir- factured in the thousands, the flat-bottomed carriers in which 
cuit design and utilized the com- boards are the largest Fotoceram automobiles and passengers would 
pany’s Fotoceram glass-ceramic. articles made by Corning. travel. 

Besides the 10-to-1 improvement Commenting on the proposal, 
in capacity measuring accuracy, WESTINGHOUSE PROPOSES Westinghouse vice president, said 
the combination allowed meaning- ROLLER ROADS AS NEW HIGH- the Roller Road has potential for 
ful measurements down nearly to SPEED HIGHWAY CONCEPT solving problems of “highway 
the level of capacitor IR and .05 Under a new concept for mass traffic congestion and metropolitan 
per cent of dissipation factor. transportation put forward by rapid transit service in the near 

An unmetallized Fotoceram up- Westinghouse Electric Corporation, future. A further comment was 
per board in each circuit board as- a high-speed electrically driven that the new concept would pro- 
sembly carries 200 Corning fusion- system of “Roller Roads” would vide more reliability and safety 
sealed capacitors for Minuteman. transport groups of automobiles than any proposal Westinghouse 
Leads extend through it to a and their occupants at speeds up to has seen for solving the country’s 
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very complex transportation prob- - é 
lems. . . a ~ 

fet o 4 ie ee : 
In an address ion January 10 be- Lo cee M4 ° gO ar Cg 

fore the 40th annual meeting of the ote: # i . <i EF 2 Ye 

highway research board of the ON ee _— @ ag lad <a 
National Academy of Sciences in “ Wheat ‘ gi = <g | ee SE 
Washington, D.C., General Motors’ i ; es ii || ae i oo 
vice president and director of re- . Oy mm 1 Fn io NC 27 We 
search, mentioned the Roller Road seis . . <a me a PO OE Sess 
as one of several promising ap- . EF Ca me = Mnf 
proaches for solving interurban EE” ag Kg si : AP” ia ee ye 
transportation problems. we Gri MP Pay 

Mr. Kerr and Mr. Lynn said the © I A@ Z EP” ve ZA Fp i OO. si 
need for a new concept was sug- BE wt. és Se Po 
gested by their belief that conven- a ei“ 
tional methods of intercity turn- an tér : SE oo e 
pike travel will be inadequate : if” WG . fy # ee 
when our present 61,000,000 auto- LE Oe / LOY” > . = 
mobiles exceeds the 100,000,000 AGP” os ee” f ; 
mark expected in the 1970's. In \ JP Af a ee 

examining ways in which new ggQx@ LEP . = 
highway systems might be con- oe Go A. * 
structed, Mr. Kerr reported that vf >- gE ae | 

airborne conveyances, monorails, —Courtesy of Westinghouse 

electrified trains, self-propelled A new concept in mass transportation is this high-speed 
trains and other concepts were con- electric highway system called Roller Road. 

sidered, but that only one seems to 

ah Bie Dest chats of peoviding normal conditions. The only factor place their cars on dollies at plat- 
without sacrifice in other essential limiting the number of carriers forms adjacent to the highway. 
requirements, would be the length of the loading This would be the last action re- 

In essentials, the new concept Bisthornis. quired of the driver until he and 
was described by Mr. Kerr as Guide wheels operating against his a aoe automatically Wn 
follows: ° the rails at either side of the Roller loaded at his destination. 

i, The eneeyenses which cary Road would steer the carriers along Compu tencconie oe tights 

automobiles will be ‘devoid of all the rolleg ts us anly wot de- iene uN feate oe sa th which apparatus whose failure aioht vices on the carriers, these wheels eee were empty on. i ca 

cause a highway shutdown or could also be asad fo: power gene ee ae ae a a : e 
délay. “a rators to supply light and heat in- sacle ik fiutomatic devices 

2, Each lane of the highway will aiaeiiia GEniaes: vasa re vn doors on eh a Te 
be a continuous, computer-con- Mr. Lymn said the drive package ae fhe Cases ‘ With the doors 
trolled system of individually for each roller would consist of a raised, a mechanical deviee would 
powered rollers, receiving electric three-phase a * push the dolly and the car onto the 
energy from neighboring intercon- OLQNE CONVENE, A DEAE: ANG te varrier. The corres ing 
nected electric tig each This duction gear. The time required qos Tee meee 
roller system will not only be the for a 1100-foot string of 10 carriers an automobile. is sushed off the 

highway surface, but will accele- to pass over a given roller at 150 carrier on to the other side of the 
rate the conveyances, keep them mph is about 5 seconds, Mr. Lynn platform : moving once accelerated, and pro- said. Consequently these motors C ‘id as ne rive, he 
vide braking power at proper loca- would work for five seconds and a on we ake ° ms 
tions. then would idle until the next con- possibility of people dr Iving auto- 

3. The conveyances will be vevenee sane along, ake eueets aa id, Ea 7 the moaned be 
stopped at fixed stations where the thus ‘could: be heavily overloaded vats of he vn etal ities of In un 
automobiles will be loaded and un- 0" Short peak intervals, greatly Palak . a tmecrraues © seal far 
loaded automatically to achieve reducing their ai The mechanical a sete . aed ‘ ‘ ich ted o 
uniform loading in minimum time. brake would be included on each a Soe toro inte . oak. i roller, to provide for emergency of carriers at proper intervals; pro- 

Each carrier would be approxi- stops anywhere along the highway. vide _brotection against Tear-end 

mately 110 feet long. Provision Mr. Lynn said a loading and un- collisions, should . Ln ana a 
would be made for 10 automobiles Joading time of one minute was set vutonnati i si ine and adnan _ i 
plus a lounge with rest room facili- as a goal in order to maintain an ohatens te foaeng 8 . Be 

ties. average speed of 120 miles per” Mr XK - pointed hat “the 
The carriers would be operated hour over the highways. Drivers Mr. Kerr pointed out that “the 

in strings of 3 to 10 units under intending to board a carrier would (Continued on page 36) 
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POLARIS: Northrop's Datico checks SKYBOLT: Guidance and navigation MERCURY: The Northrop landing sys- 
out Polaris at all levels of mainte- systems are being developed by Nor- tem is designed to bring the Mer- 

nance and operation. throp for this new and highly secret cury astronaut down safely. 
air-launched ballistic missile. 

e e e 

ort rop 1s NOW active In more 
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X-15: Northrop produces Q-Ball, the AERODYNAMICS: Northrop's Laminar TITAN: Northrop supplies complete 
flight angle sensor for safe re-entry Flow Control technique is designed technical and industrial management 
of X-15 and other aerospace vehicles, to greatly increase aircraft range, flex- to activate the T-2 Titan missile base. 

ibility, cargo and passenger capacity. 

For work on these advanced programs, we seek exceptional engineers, scientists and mathematicians. 
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HAWK: Northrop produces airframe COMMUNICATIONS: Northrop designs T-38: World's first supersonic twin- 
components, ground handling and the trans-Pacific Scatter Communi- jet trainer is built by Northrop for 
launching equipment for this air de- cations Network and other world- the United States Air Force. 
fense missile. wide communication systems for 

U.S. and free world governments. 

e 

than 70 important programs 
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TARGET MISSILES: Northrop has pro- COMMERCIAL METAL PRODUCTS: Nor- SPACE RESEARCH: Northrop’s accel- 
duced more than 50,000 electroni- throp produces aluminum architec- erated space research programs 
cally-controlled aerial targets, and tural shapes for many important reach into such advanced areas as 
surveillance drones. industrial and commercial buildings. maneuverability, rendezvous, space 

vehicle maintenance, space probes, 

and the survival of men in space. 

Write Northrop Corporation, Box 1525, Beverly Hills, California. Divisions: Norair, Nortronics, Radioplane. 
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’ 4 and travel again to the ionosphere connected. Each distinctive layer 

Sneed s Review where it once more can be re- is identified by a number. 
(Continued from page 24) | ? 

fracted and sent back to earth. The details of constructing the 
anyone who has ever turned to look However, as the number of such soil profile are illustrated in Figure 

F > sleek lines < isten to the s increases the stre fthe fin ; it the sleek lines ind listen ‘ : hops increases the strength of the 1. As shown in view (a), alternate 

deep-throated roar of the engine of received signal decreases. This is : ; 
ae 7 = : numbers are used for the successive 

this fine automobile. caused by the increased ion- . . : 
“ fed cea ih , soil layers at Section No. 1, so as to 
Keyed to today’s thirst for speed, ospheric absorption. allow inserti f other layers that 

power and performance in automo- we wate of ¢ allow insertion of other layers (ha 
: , When two or more parts of a — may be encountered at later sec- 

tion, the author has given a de- wave follow'slightly: different:paths nay z : at fa s 

tailed account of the birth of the from the evaemnitiee fo ‘the re. tions. In the assumed case, the 

Jaguar, especially the Model XK- ceiver, the difference sy path same three layers, marked 1, 3 and 

120, the forerunner of all sports len ths will cause a phase differ. 5 respectively, occur also at Section 

models. Included in the contents is gms | cause a pias No. 2 and at Section No. 3. How- 
i ence to exist between the wave . : 

a chapter on maintenance and : mts at the receiving ; ever, at Section No. 4 there is a 

stopping, a chapter devoted to cyl. COmPoneD Sak the receving an new soil type between layers 1 and 
inder heads, and 13 tables of Speci- — feP2- Since these wave’ COMpO- 3 and the layer of this soil is 

fications and Performance Data on nents may be such as to either aid aaarked 2 ‘In ere to loeare the 

all models from the XK-120 to the or oppose one another at any time, id if = 9 ut ie eee 
new 3.4 litre sedan, including the 2 variation in signal strength called — ©R@ © layer 2, it is necessary, to 
newest sportster, the XK-SS. Spe- fading will occur. Conditions in ©xamine one or more other sections 

cial attention has been given to the ionosphere will determine between No. 3 and No. 4. 

competition driving with a list of | whether the fading will be rapid or A proposed route traversing the 

the successes of the Jaguar in Ma- slow. It is also possible to receive region covered by an area soil map 
jor International Racing Events signals from within the skip zone. is then the subject of a preliminary 

and a history of the C-Type at Le This phenomena, called scatter, is soil report which shows the rela- 
Mans and a detailed account of the the result of random reflections tionship of the soils to the engi- 
D-Jag” competition car. from distances beyond the skip neering consideration of alignment, 

Mr. Bentley has not overlooked zone. These reflections occur when : 5 
‘ eas 4 . : . . . grade, drainage and compaction 

the singularly important item in the transmitted energy strikes the sonae 

the history ‘of the Jaguar, the — earth at a distance and some of it — P™°°°S* 
yeople who conceived and devel-  setanend hanled = el . I i ee Ee tus come is reecte’ back into the skip zone Locational Survey 
oped the reputation that the com to the receiver. . 

pany now enjoys. According to Sir The purpose of the location sur- 

William Lyons, founder and Presi- BIBLIOGRAPHY vey is to transfer the paper loca- 

dent of Jaguar Cars, Ltd., it is a American Radio Relay League, “High- tion, complete with curves, to the 

spirit of teamwork that has suc- Ae Communication”, The Ra- ground. It is too much to expect 
ceeded in making Jaguar what it is dio Amateur’s Handbook, 30th ed., , Teng , or i. oe a ae ee a ae 1953, pp. 70-75. = this line on the ground will 

lien ‘on the yeas t b chi lL the Sproull, Robert L., Modern Physics, John Conform tO the paper location in 

. thy of & TRASH REMNG. Ge Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1958. every detail. There will usually be 

ETOWON Jaguar § Teputabon In Sears, F. W., Principles of Physics, Addi- some deviations, resulting from er- 
the luxury car field, “because we son—Wesley Publishing Company, rors in the preliminar: traverse or 
give the buyer everything he wants Cambridge, Mass., 1956. 3 th 1 € th ym 5h 

: : : 3 " : sparsity: 
at a price which offers best value Leinwoll, Stanley, Short Wave Propaga- in the plotting of the topography. 
for the money. Success is due to tion, J. F. Rider Publisher, New York, . . 

lee pS . . . 1959. Basic Factors of Alignment 
making a first-class car by high- |. —_ d Grad 
efficiency methods; a luxury car Terman, r Ha tad J. aoe eae I sh me a 

Gel 4 agar ai HTS urement of Frequency”, Electronic n route location, the existin 
produced in greater number than Measurements, McGraw-Hill Book sraphy and physical feat ng 
any other car of its type. Company, Inc., New York, 1958, topograp: ny’ ane, Paysice’ seahures 

John Bentley, a recognized au- p. 196. rarely permit a straight location of 

thority on competition sports cars, Watson, Herbert M., “Radio Waves and a line between the termini. Because 
has combined his journalistic tal- Wave Travel”, Understanding Radio, of these circumstances the intro- 

ents with his personal experience Recah oo apenys Inc, duction of vertical and _ horizontal 

behind the wheel in some of the PWS OTK, D801 PP» A090. changes in direction are needed. 

world’s greatest races to produce This is accomplished by grades, 

this book. No other writer is better . vertical curves, and horizontal 

qualified today to tell the fascinat- Route Surveying CUIVES: Through the use of curves 
ind tiny Gf the Jatin Can ‘Gonkthned irom nee 9 the engineer can fit the road to the 

” natural swing of topography in 

. sestions ave then Dlottad.to & Cor: such a way as to be pleasing and 
ave Propagation “*" fren Pp sconomid ly designed carves 
Wantinieal P g i 9 venient horizontal scale, and the ecanernicel. Poorly designed meavde 

Jontinued from page 13) limits of the various layers of each mone uce te ee penne 

; ‘ : ; : ¢ ay a ayer 2 COS 
multihop propagation of radio section are plotted to a convenient anc. may’ 2 et atly to the cost o 

waves. On returning to the earth vertical scale; the points marking construction and maintenance. 

the wave can be reflected upward the boundaries of similar layers are (Continued on page 36) 
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ENGINEERING NOTICE: . 

ENGINEERS and SCIENTISTS 

with BS, MS or PhD Degrees 

x 

ASSIGNMENT: TYPES OF SPECIALTIES NEEDED: 
Select the company where you will move ahead In our Electronics Division, we have assignments 
in your engineering or scientific careers. to work in ground electronics, radar, sonar, 

instrumentation, reliability, transistor circuitry, 
FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED: communications, countermeasures, reconnaissance 
Which companies offer opportunities for the systems, guidance and control systems, infra-red, most significant accomplishments in the years to etc: 
come? Which companies place the engineer or wos eran ¥ In our Weapons Systems Division, we have scientist in a truly professional status? What : “ coi] 9”? ae ae . ‘ 5 assignments on “aero-missile” applications, liquid types of projects do these companies have in . . . 5 ss : rocket propulsion, flight dynamics, structural which opportunities are available? g . , . . dynamics, thermodynamics, mechanical ground For your consideration, here are some of the support equipment, ordnance systems. 
reasons why we believe the individual challenge a . 3 z : In our Nuclear Division, there are opportunities is greater, the potential professional advancement . 
surerial in the compact reactor program, nuclear rocket 

“ ropulsion systems, the direct conversion R & D MARTIN (i program and related nuclear physics programs. 
BALTIMORE 

In our Research Department, there are potential 
| 3 assignments for Engineers and Scientists with 

COMPANY POTENTIAL: advanced degrees for research involving metal- 
Martin is the leader in missile/space engineering, lurgy, plastics and ceramics chemistry, general 

technology and production. Martin has achieved and solid states physics, mechanics, aerophysics, 
universal recognition for its problem-to-hardware cryogenics, communications theory, physiology 
capabilities. It has the experience, the engineer- (plant), thermodynamics and other specialties. 
ing, scientific and production know-how to con- . . 
tinue to lead the way. ADVANCED DEGREE PROGRAM: 

At Martin-Baltimore, the Drexel Institute of 
SOME MARTIN PROJECTS: Technology offers courses leading to the degree 
Assignments are available on TITAN, DYNA- of Master of Science in aeronautical, electrical 
SOAR, APOLLO, MACE, PERSHING, SPACE and mechanical engineering. Financial assistance 
VEHICLE and SATELLITE projects . . . also is offered to employees engaged in graduate 
in our NUCLEAR DIVISION and in our inde- study. 
pendent RESEARCH DEPARTMENT. 

COMPANY LOCATION: 
PROFESSIONAL ATMOSPHERE: Our plant is located in beautiful Maryland, the 
Martin is a company that fully respects the pro- land of gracious living, the Colts, the Orioles, 
fessional status of engineers and scientists. Our splendid music and drama seasons, the Chesa- 
top executives are engineers. Ours is an engineer- peake Bay, fabulous seafood and ideal — yet 
ing-oriented company. economical—family living. 

% 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT MARTIN-BALTIMORE 

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER OR WRITE TO: 

MR. D. 8. REED, COLLEGE RELATIONS, THE MARTIN COMPANY, Baltimore 3, Maryland 
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Kan Steep grades are also a menace survey, preliminary survey, loca- 

THE L| I to safety. It is therefore desirable tional survey, and construction sur- 
Q to eliminate as many bad grades as vey. These new methods will 

possible. In many instances a re- greatly aid and simplify the locat- 
ss duction in grade may considerably ing of a route for a highway. Pho- 

Es increase the cost of construction, — tographic reconnaissance has come 
=) but this has to be done in order into wider use recently, but even 
kel | that the public will enjoy the ben- with this and other new develop- 

— | efit of a smooth curve. ments the engineer must still go 

| It is common practice to increase out on the job and select the best 
— | the distance between two fixed route. 

| | points in order to reduce the grade. 
LS | It is the aim of the locating engi- BIBLIOGRAPHY 

| 7 | neer to attain a proper balance be- Bruce, Arthur G., Highway Design and 
A | tween curvature and grade. To Construction, Second Edition; Scran- 

A | produce this harmonious balance fon, - Pennsylvania: {nterniational ‘Texts 
i | and to do it economically requires . oor a ee . 
| - Blanchard, Arthur H., and Henry B. 

r | | that the engineer possess broad ex- Drowne, Textbook on Highway Engi- 
L | perience, mature judgment and a neering, First Edition; New York: John 

s 4 MOST thorough knowledge of the objec- Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1913. 
; — | tives of the project. Crosby, W. W., and George E. Goodwin, 

IMPORTANT | Bock One; Chicago Ii Gillette Poke 
; é Construction Surveys lishing Company. 1028. “eee 

| 7 FACTORS | Field layout and_ staking are Hickerson, Thomas F., Highway Survey- 
4 f ome more complex in highway work ing and Planning, Second Edition; 

i Z mn your | | | aS ate iat aay other snet ne co McGraw Hill Book Com- 

/ . | neering construction. This is pri Sicvoe Gal ©. Houle’ sn Foran 
q | eet . - . Bd. 2 , Carl f., fdoute surveying, second working 4 marily a to the murtiplicity of edition; Scranton, Pennsylvania: Inter- 

. | lanes and the many ramps an m national Textbook Company, 1957. 
life 2 | tersections. Staking practices vary Anonymous, “Road Builders Conquer 

° with the type of highway, the na- The Bog In Northen Manitoba,” 
The 6 most important factors & _ ture of the terrain, the depth of the Roads and Engineering Construction, 

in your working life are cuts and fills and the type of prac- (Apr. 1960—Vol. 98, No. 4) 

your 5 skilled fingers and 4 tice employed by individual states. _ Frejacques, M., “Road Building In The 
your A.W.FABER-CASTELL Fs | The c —_ hod i . Sahara jnvolves “Unusual Soil, Stabili- 
ee ¢ : 3 ie convenient method is to es zation Problems,” Roads and Engineer- 

#9000 Drawing Pencil. xy tablish the base line from which all ing Construction, (August 1960—Vol. 
You may prefer LOCKTITE ru | measurements are taken. Next, sta- 98, No. 8) 

#9800SG Tel-A-Grade x tions are established at 50 foot and 
lead holder with CASTELL is 100 foot intervals along the con- 
#9030 Drawing Leads. Ss struction base lines. On either side Science Highlights 

We are strictly impartial. a | of this base line, tacked line stakes, oe 
You be the sole judge. In C marked with station numbers are (Continued from page 31) 

either case you will get = set. The offset stations are no more — major problem in an automatic 
graphite-saturated lines that than 50 feet apart on the construc- system designed to handle the tre- 

ee ae aear re ee tion. Their elevations are deter-  mendous traffic of modern turn- 
density, mae eeaane 06% ery mined and recorded for future use pikes is that of reliability in the 

élean, sharp prints: 20 me in setting grade stakes. After the propulsion system. While the Roller 

rigidly controlled degrees, nu right-of-way has been cleared, a — Road concept naturally introduces 

8B to 10H, each as preciseas |, [24 double line of slope stakes is set at many problems it encompasses the 
a machine tool. LOCKTITE ioe 50 foot intervals. These slope stakes only propulsion plan which we 

Tel-A-Grade, with its finger- |i == determine the embankment that jaye seen that seems to offer the 
comforting grip, carries an — the road will have. Finished stakes reliability needed to make a high- 
ironclad 2-year guarantee od are necessary for the final opera- speed system of this kind work- 
from A.W.FABER-CASTELL. —d tions of sideslope trimming, sub- — ahjo.” 
Pick up your selection at your S3==§ | grade preparation, and setting of = 
college store today. S—# | forms for paving. 

AW.FABER-CASTELL = | There’s a Chem E. on campus 

Pencil Co., Inc., Newark 3, N. J. J CONCLUSION who had completed work on a 
Now celebrating its Ss = | Though ne thods suct process to utilize excess doughnut 

200th birthday <i | | houg a me °. 8 a die : holes to stuff macaroni. 
a Ts Photogr ammetry are being devel- 

= hi | oped to shorten the time for locat- . . 

SAA BY | ing a highway, the engineer will Well,” remarked the undertaker 

ZA still be called upon to carry out the as the coffin rolled off the truck, 

a four distinct steps: reconnaissance “we'll have to rehearse that again.” 
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There are many likely reasons. WHY Whatever the reasons, a recent 
Perhaps the best one is the sum survey of ten large companies 
total of them all: showed that DuPont’s turnover 

rate among technical personnel is 
At DuPont, there are no dead- D O “ 8 : P -_ within a fraction of one per cent 

end streets for able, ambitious 7 1 of being the absolute lowest! More- 
Pegpies D U PO N | over, after five years of service, the 

For example, DuPont is grow- majority of Du Pont engineers and 

ing constantly, and growth means M E N scientists remain for the rest of 

more jobs. Every year we spend their careers. 

$90 million in research alone, to 
, We think there’s food for serious develop new products that create S | A Y . . 

: eee thought in these facts for new engi- challenging new opportunities. —— . . 
neers, chemists, mathematicians 

In addition, DuPont invests an D { ) PO N . | - and physicists who are determined 
average of $33,000 in each em- to succeed. For more information 
ployee to provide the most modern about opportunities here, ask your 
equipment, the finest facilities, the M E N Placement Officer for literature. Or 

best supporting services—factors write: E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 
of special significance to the tech- 9 Co. (Inc.), 2419-3 Nemours Build- 

nical man. £ ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

_ "7 | Better Things for Better Living 
2 | ... through Chemistry 
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Radio soap opera announcer: Ah, pity the Miscalculations, One moonlit night, after a dance, 
“Will the governor’s pardon reach The man with the scissors and a fellow begged to drive a beauti- 

Ronald in time? Will Geraldine, paste, ful young girl home. She accepted 

speeding through the night rain, Oh, think of the man who must and got into his roadster. As they 
see the washed-out bridge? These read all the jokes were driving along, he sighed 
are things youll never know ,. . And think of the time that he deeply. 
the sponsor has canceled the rest wastes. “You're beautiful!” he murmured 

of the series. He sits at his desk until midnight | audibly. “That gold hair!” 

Girl: Do you love me? How worried and pallid he looks, “Thank you,” she answered. 

Boy: Yes, | love you. As he scans through the college “And your big blue eyes! They 
Girl: How much? comics are beautiful too!” 

Boy: Plenty. ap And reads all the comical books. “Thank you.” 
Girl: Would you be sad if I died: This joke he can’t clip—it’s too “And your lips—and pearly 

Boy: Very sad. dirty. teeth.” 

Girl: Bboy me how sad. This story’s no good—it’s too clean. She thanked him again. As they 

Boys Die bist This woman won’t do—she’s too — rode along he continued to shower 
A motorist was picked up un- shapely. her with compliments, but she re- 

conscious after a smash and was This chorus girl’s out—it’s obscene. mained silent. Suddenly she spoke. 

being carried to a nearby filling = The jokes are the same; full of “Can you drive with one hand?” 

station. Opening his eyes en route, Coeds she asked softly. 

he began to kick and struggle des- And the guys who get drunk on “Sure,” he quickly replied, 

perately to get away. Afterward he their dates, hopefully. 

explained that the first thing he Bathtubs and sewers and freshmen, “Well,” she suggested, “wipe 

saw was a “Shell” sign, and “some Awd stories of wilawtil mates, your nose—it’s running!” 

ae standing in front of Jokes about profs and their readers, Chiller ‘Te strik bei 

the. Jokes about overdue bills, a th mitie: , str Stat as te t 
Progress is so great these days Jokes about girls in their boudoirs, rater impressive ‘statue, yet, ist 

. . aye ; it a rather odd posture for a gen- 
that the liberal artist who says it And each one as old as the hills. aral to assure?” 

" ee 8 BM: - and “hell, the job half done when the com- 
“The traps on this course are Che blurbs must be pure but yet mittee decided they couldn’t afford 

very annoying,” observed a mem- filthy a horse for the general.” 

ber of the golfing foursome. Or pity the man with the clipper, 
The one who was putting raised He’s only a pawn and a tool. Woman to garage mechanic: 

his head. “They certainly are,” he In trying to keep his jokes dirty “My husband tells me there’s a 
commented. “Would you mind and clean screw loose in the driver—what- 

shutting yours?” He’s usually kicked out of school. ever that is.” 
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i. EDWARD J. BARLOW 

A EROSPACE 

° ° . 
present genuine challenge to scientists 

. 
and engineers of demonstrated competence 

“To preserve our free institutions, it is Specific responsibilities of the new Immediate opportunities exist for MS 
absolutely essential that the United corporation sre ude Bayaneed systens and PhD candidates completing require- 

Cs it 5 s Sat analysis, research ang experimentation, ments in engineering, physics, chemistry States tia the most effective means of initial systems engineering, and gen- and mathematics;and interested int 

advancing the science and technology eral technical supervision of new : . 
of space and also of applying them to systems through their critical phases. * Theoretical physics 

military space systems. This is the mis- The broad charter of Aerospace ° Experimental physics 
sion of Aerospace Corporation’ Corporation offers its scientists and + Inertial guidance 

engineers more than the usual scope + Propulsion systems 
Ivan A. GETTING for creative expression and significant “Cc eranalysis: 
PRESIDENT achievement, within a stimulating CRAPS ADEs 
~ atmosphere of dedication to the public * Applied aerodynamics 

AEROSPACE CORPORATION interest. + Space communications 

Acrospace Corporation scientists + Infrared engineering 
wpe woe . and engineers are already engaged in a * Appli ? : Q s = : : c . ied matheme 

In accomplishing its mussion; this non wide variety of specific systems proj- PP ° athemalies . 
profit public ‘Service organization per- ects and forward research programs, * High temperature chemistry 

forms the unique role of space systems under the leadership of scientist/ * Microwaves 
architect. Aerospace Corporation pro- administrators including corporation ; etic: + ; : 
vides scientific and technical leadership president Dr. Ivan A. Getting, senior Those qualified and experienced in 
to the science/industry team responsi- vice president Allen FE Donovan, and these and related fields are urged to 
ble for developing complete space and vice presidents Edward J. Barlow, direct their resumes to: 
ballistic missile systems on behalf of William W. Drake, Jr., Jack H. Irving, Mr. James M. Benning, Room 138 
the United States Air Force. and Chalmers W. Sherwin. P.O. Box 95081, Los Angeles 45, Calif. 

AEROSPACE CORPORATION 

A new and vital force engaged in accelerating the advancement of space science and technology 
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: So You Think 

Youre SMART’ ou re : 

by Sneedly, Law’66 

‘M SORRY but they just could 3) The shortest distance for the reaction finished precisely at the 

I not find room for me last month, spider would be 40 feet. first meeting of the minute and 

This is ridiculous considering hour hands. If the reaction took 

that it is a well known fact that Here are this month’s puzzles: more than an hour, what was the 

this column, the jokes, and the girl oo . exact time it started and how long 

of the month are the only things A man had a stick forty inches did it take? 
that anyone looks at in the maga- long. By cutting it into four 
zine. Oh well, if the editors want to ne a FS "lee Enchnoae Send your answers with your 

ill what little circulati ry have e Yr : inches—— kill what Hittle circulation they have on teaotions of counee. What own name and address:to: 

now, that is their business. lengths did he cut the four pieces? a ‘ : pieces? SNEEDLY 

The winner of last January's $10 The area of an inclined face of a Zo The Wisconsin Engineer 
prize was Stephen Peterson, Ch.E pyramid is equal to a square de- 333 Mechanical Engineer- 

Il. Tis correct answers were: scribed upon its altitude. What ms Building : 
: a ye. ei * . Madison 6, Wisconsin 

1) The slack in the rope around value does this condition give for 

the earth would be noticeable, for the angle which the plane of a face AIL answers must be sent in the 

it would extend approximately six — ase: mail and only letters with the cor- 
inches above the surface. 2) If 5 One morning a certain chemical rect answers having the earliest 
were 4 of 3, then 10 would be 3. reaction was started at exactly a postmark will be considered the 

If 10 is 3, then Ys; of 10 is 1. quarter of the hour. The chemical winner(s). THE END 
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If your sights are set 44 =~ on space survival- 
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Scientist photographs the development of experimental “lunar” 

plant at the Republic Aviation Corporation’s “Lunar Garden.” 

‘Il find Phot hy at Work with —youlll fin otography at Work with you 

Solving the problems of a human you can set your sights where pho- important in the business and indus- 
being living in outer space has tography does not play a part in try of tomorrow, there are new and 
become the task of scores of engi- advancing work and simplifying challenging opportunities at Kodak 
neers, chemists and botanists. And routine. It saves time and expense in research, engineering, electronics, 
serving them as a valuable working in research, on the production line, design, sales, and production. 
tool is photography. It records the in the engineering and sales depart- * * * 
growth of experimental plants and ments, and in the office. If you are looking for such an 
fungi that can well become the So in whatever you plan to do, interesting opportunity, write for 
space voyager’s food supply. Through take full advantage of all the ways information about careers with 
autoradiography it can show the photography can help. Kodak. Address: Business and 
absorption of cosmic radioactive Technical Personnel / 
material, trace its circulation within CAREERS WITH KODAK: Department, Eastman , 
the organism. With photography and photographic Kodak Company, d A 

There’s hardly a field on which processes becoming increasingly Rochester 4, N.Y. re 

— 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Le 
Rochester 4, N.Y. << =—s—i“‘ swt
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ee at) VS | Interview with 

» cm | General Electric’s Byron A. Case 

wl, | Manager—Employee Compensation Service 

>, >= «Your Salary 

oS i | at General Electric 

Several surveys indicate that salary is Q_ When could | expect my first salary class are more than double the 1954 

not the primary contributor to job increase from General Electric and how median starting rates and, in some 

satisfaction. Nevertheless, salary con- much would it be? cases, are three or four times as great. 

siderations will certainly play a big A Whether a man is recruited for a Q What kinds of benefit programs 

, part in’ your evaluation of FAECER (OP specific job or for one of the principal does your company offer, Mr. Case? 
portunities. Perhaps an insight into the training programs for engineers—the 

salary policies of a large employer of Engineering and Science Program, the A Since I must be brief, I shall merely 

engineers like General Electric will Manufacturing Training Program, or outline the many General Electric em- 

help you focus your personal salary the Technical Marketing Program—his ployee benefit programs. These include 

objectives. individual performance and salary are a liberal pension plan, insurance plans, 

Salary—a most individual and per- reviewed at least once a year. an emergency aid plan, employee dis- 

sonal aspect of your job——is difficult to For engineers one year out of col- counts, and educational assistance pro- 

discuss in general terms. While recog- lege, our recent experience indicates a BF AMS. 
nizing this, Mr. Case has tried answering first-year salary increase between 6 and The General Electric Insurance Plan 

as directly as possible some of your 15 percent. This percentage spread re- has been widely hailed as a “pace 

questions concerning salary: flects the individual’s job performance setter” ‘ : Saapeis paaneS: ‘ pa 

x and his demonstrated capacity to do tion to helping employees: ,ani their 

Onna) aie seats ennbieant more difficult work. So you see, salary families meet ordinary medical expen- 

e adjustments reflect individual perform- ses, the Plan also affords protection 

A Well, you know as well as I that ance even at the earliest stages of against the expenses of “catastrophic” 

graduates’ starting salaries are greatly professional development. And this accidents and illnesses which can wipe 

influenced by the current demand for emphasis on performance increases out personal savings and put a family 

engineering talent. This demand es- as experience and general competence deeply in debt. Additional coverages in- 

tablishes a range of “going rates” for increase. clude life insurance, accidental death 

engineering graduates which is no doubt Q How much can | expect to be making insurance, and maternity benefits. 

widely known on your campus. Be- fter five years with General Electric? Our newest plan is the Savings and 

cause General Electric seeks outstand- a ¥ . Security Program which permits em- 

ing men, G-E starting salaries for these A As I just mentioned, ability has a ployees to invest up to six percent of 

candidates lie in the upper part of the sharply increasing influence on your their earnings in U.S. Savings Bonds 

range of “going rates.” And within salary, so you have a great deal of per- or in combinations of Bonds and Gen- 

General Electric’s range of starting sal- sonal control over the answer to your eral Electric stock. These savings are 

aries, each candidate’s ability and question. supplemented by a Company Propor- 

potential are carefully evaluated to de- It may be helpful to look at the cur- tionate Payment equal to 50 percent 

termine his individual starting salary. rent salaries of all General Electric of the employee’s investment, subject 

technical-college graduates who re- to a prescribed holding period. 

Q How do you go about evaluating ceived their bachelor’s degrees in 1954 

my ability and potential value to your (and now have over 5 years experience). If you would like a reprint of an 

company? Their current median salary, reflect- informative article entitled, “How 

A We evaluate each individual in the ing both merit and economic changes, to Evaluate Job Offers” by Dr. L. 

light of information available to us: is about 70 percent above the 1954 BE. Saline, write to Section 959-14, 

type of degree; demonstrated scholar- median starting rate. Current salaries General Electric Co., Schenectady 

ship; extra-curricular contributions; work for outstanding engineers from this 5, New York. 

experience; and personal qualities as 

appraised by interviewers and facult; 

members. These considerations azar Progress Is Our Most Imp ortant Product 

mine where within G.E.’s current sal- 

ary range the engineer’s starting salary ee GENERAL @@) ELECTRIC
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